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SUMMARY 4

9

The purpo0 of the present study*was -to investiga.te-the. .

effectiveness- of_a music program, designed especially for disadvantaged
chitdiert, when this-Pregraerwas_itnplemented,'"by pertiOnnel-elready,
involved in operation of,BeadStart and simitargtesehoole. The
study had. tWo.primary.Objectlifee: ;

.

I: -'To discover if -a typical. HeadstakteachOst
could be in,a,-Iiinited'amoUnt of time, to
coritiudi'a remedial-PeasehOol-muSic:prograth for

-disadyantaged-Children, .;
. .....

. _

2. To discover if, the progress _shown by -these
, -1

children:Vas .sigrrlfieent ySuperier f.c) the progress
of simper-children -1n, id, ntical-situations. .where
such a pregiain was not ffered.

This study was,l'hilfour in a series ot_research sttxliev
dealing with teaching music to disadv nteved children conducted by
this investigator. mammary, the findings of the previous studies
wereas followt;<!`

.1 1. Disadvantaged children, have less musical ability
than advantaged children of the same age at the time they enter
elementary SchoO.

2 As' they progress through school, this disparity
becomes greater due to differences in learning rate.

ti

,3. This initial disparity between the abilities of the
two groups can be practically.eliminated if rviedlal instruction
Is provided a t-the' preschool level.

4. Relativell) untrained and inexperienced university
students can achieve acceptable results in teaching music! to
disadvantaged preschool children through the use of prestructured
music-lessons

S. slack children have lower voices than White childien
of the same age and sex. Materials for use with these children
should be selected so as to reflect this difference,.

-2-
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6. Materials, devices, and 'techniques for teaching
disadvantaged children,*t1 ift4matched to their vccd-
development-as Well4s to th 'singing range.

Acting upon these previous-findiags I- the present study
sought to determine, If teachers of the kind' employed in the typical
Headstart school could achieve atisfactory-results in teaching
music to their children.

TWelve Headstart teaching centers in Texas and Louisiana
were included in-the project. Two-of these Wks designate as control
schools and the remaining ten as experimental. each experimental
school sent one teacher to-a three-dayl training workshop held on-the
campus of Staphee,F,_ Austin State Uniieirsity. Each teacher was
suppliedwith_an autoharp, hand drum, triangle, tembog1ne, woodblcck
twenty-four pairs of rhythm stickS, seAeral-recordings, and, a lesson

. manual to use during the Subsequent teaching year. During the
Workshop, teachers were taught to use ihese indbAiMentS and materials,
and practiced the songs and teaching teiiliniques in, the Manual.
A- predetermined order of introduction for mutic.concepts to be Ought.
was followed:

1. Rhythm:, Feeling for the Steady beat
2. Meli)dic: Feeling,for ihelestingtone (tonal center)
3. "Rhythm: Feeling-lot:Ile meter
4 . Melodi.&,,, Feeling= for aJOr tonality

Rhythms Feeling-for triplelneter
6. Melodic: Fiefilingler.ininot tonality
7. Rhythm: Recognition of sj-zeCitio rhythm patterns (aurally)
8. Aural partner songs & chants
9. Recognition of five specific musical instruments (aurally)
10. Rhythmic improvisation

A total of 90 lessons was included in the manual and
these constituted the basic teaching guide for the project. Teachers
were encouraged to repeat lessons, omit lessons or insert some of
their own according to the needs of their

Objective eValuation. of each teacher during the training
workshop was provided by the Iowa Tests of Mt ALC.iterzloyikavel One.
Four tests from this battery were administered at the beginning; and
again at the termination of the training workshop. These results

1
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suggested that, as a group, the teachers had e'musicliteracy level
commensurate with that of typical elementary theart-kr 4th to 6th,
grade, as defined by the inn norms table. PE,Workshrop and posta
workshop test results fovea led ihat five teachers medo,gains In
music literacy; s.n r,aputed by this test, while "five= made ne (laths,
or-regressed from one io:liin points,, a _fact ,.t.hic_IL9as tO it OV-er
of softie- significanCe to ihtu-prOgreas shot:v:1. by, the children. .

). s

Objective eViiluatibrtspt dep.h-leachekduring,the k-

'training werf:shop were made by the ,wOrkshopdfrectc*, by th , tecers
of each ether;(pler-grcup:ratingS), ancli:by,ettehleactier -4'herse.f.
(selllating)...- -All these_ Subjective and objectlie-.0ValuatiqnS,
correlated- with the amount of improvement shown by the,variqua:
experithenta I Ipres chool.. groups .

,
A culture freiikriusic,e bility test was ror4ly-adtpinihtered

to each of the 277 chi/diet 'in--tolled in the twelve _Sctiodle in September.
Their individual responses, were tape recorded far !afar evaluation.
The test consisted of few!, Email-ins, each designed' tri-rneaallra a

. Separate music ability:
14

1. Meirldittee. ParCeption
.2. ithYthrhic'perceptiom , .

i
3,. Musicianship (ability to sing--familiar-songlnaterial)
4. Voice range within which pitch acduracy-waS .obtained

At the end of the teaching year, in May, this teat wasagain given
to the children.. Of the -original, group, only 109 'children were atilt
enrolled In the sahoals; Of these, 76 were in the.,experiMental
schools and 33 in The dental group. While this ws.a-r-ther
large attrition, it was genP.elly- Consistent with thuoncountere Iri
previous studies with deaditart children In this serieeNc

Results

k

The progress of the children was measured In three ways;
(1) final ability at the termination of the teaching period; (2)_ the amount
of improvement they were able to make, in terms of the criterion test; and
(3)the percentage of improvement (the- amount of imprOVement in relation_
to what they, were able to do before the project. started. The
comparative progress of the fixterimental and control groups ;deterniined

-4-
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,
by all three methods, is displayed ItiSummary Table One.

As shown .in the table, the` experitnente
children were superior to-the control grOup..in overall musical ability_

..laa well as in meledic'perception_andrhitlunie perception, Only in-_
the area. of singing farnillar songs was the control group more advaneed
than the- experimental! group.

. Amount.-of improvement; The- experimental ibhildren weret,
subst4raially sUteriiir'to the control children in all areas in-Jerms of
arnetuitt.,-of improvernent. Generally, the ImpreVement shown by the
-e$PeriMental group -was two to three 'titles thit.o.f.the- control schools.

ga e:.of ImiroVeinent. The percentage -of gain shown
by the experitnintalehildiedranged from 64%-to--64% in the areas
measured. The peicentagp of -improvement of the control- greup-rangec
frOrn11% to3054.. Thus, in terms of where the ",were to -begin with,
the:- experiinental group made very large gainS in- corniziarisek.with the
gains 01 the control children-.

Individually, the experhnental.children,shgwed comparatively
levier regressions end. _far more individual improvement than did the
control group. For example, 59 of, the experimental children improved'
signiiicently-while only it remained' undhanged and 3 rogiessed. The .
,rontrol_Cliildren, oil the.othetliand, pioditeed iii children WhO:iniprovid

. significantly, 15 remained Unchange:1 and2regreSsions,, Again, a far
larger peFcentalje of the experimental children moved 'than was the

wj.th:the.control group.
,

. Considering all these assessments collectively, it appears
that-the experimental program was a' success. Significant and meatiutable
improVenieni.was definitely produced by the lieadstart teachers who
attended the workshop. .+-

Su6Cessful Teacher. In an eficir.t to aetermine what
,

teacher civalitiet were most related to group improvement in children,
co relations were obtained between all workshop ratings and scores, and
children's ovement in terms of the criterion. test. These coeffiCients
revealed thatichildrereseimprovement in melodic perception was most
related to teachers' songflute playing ability (which,, in turn, implies
some music reading ability on the part.of the,teachpis), teachers'
ability to use ional syllables properly, their Lesson presentation
ability; their Tenet Redding Recognition scores fror,n ITML, and their
improvement on -the Aural Perception tam of !WT..;

5 -
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TABLE ONEU.' MAR
r

COMPAR, PONS -OF IMPROVEMENT AND ,F1t04,141.1SIQAL
ABILITY F.Of.t=1:60EAllgti*A11115 CONT801.:SCHOQLS

'Abitity .,-experirnental Control Piffetence

(pci-sethie,,stere

,(PoOttest)A

oved

27.4-
_ 7.3
12 A '42 %

IpoSaible Some

fl&ty .(posttest) 22.3. 19.0 3.3
mint Improved- . 8.7 4.2

64% 29% 35 %
I

(possible score = 5)

Sinai Ability (posttest) 2.7 3

%lin-Proved % '.30 % -33%

I _
Composite Iviusical,Abilitii (possible score = 305)

,

Pine/ Ability (posttest), 55.4 49.7 5.7
Amount hiiproved 20:6 ). 7.4, 13.2
% Improve') - 59 % -.17 % 42 %

t

* All differences (with one exception marked with a minus sign)
are in fe,vor of the experimental groip.

I



Children's, improvement in rhythm perception, appeared to...
- ---te.:Mtst_related to teacher's' ITML Rhythm Aural Perception Soothe, .

._- --- _

:their improvement in aural perception, and their irnprovement.in -Rhythm
... _ - ,.

1 .
Reading.RecO4nition MIL).

-t: ChildieWs ;ability" to ,sing, songs, was most highly related
.to-teachers'Singin4',abi4ty, -their ability to employ tonal syllables=,
:ability to presentlnUqo lessonS,;their understanding of tonality-, and
their -sates in -the TOrtal: Readhig- Rep: ognition test....,_

a.

'- A coMparisOn of, overall teabherabilities With. improvement
indicated that,musicall\knoW.ledge-,possessed- by the teachers

was only ,mCder#ely related to-the amount of.-irnprOVements4hown by
theit-,presChOol-OtopPS., e .52 , . The ,greatestlelatlOnshIp- Was seen
between ahildt t"s improvement--and the amount of inprovement shown
by the teaelerS:during,,the three -=day training- workshop. = .79 )
_(Based. on the ITMI, pre - posttest imprbVeinent) The reason for this
phenomenon-could not be determined from-- the. but it
appeared to be definitely related to individual teacher -traits observed
during-the workshop-suchas deterOinationi indus&y, arid_Willingness
to 'take the initiative, Summary Table two displays- all coefficients

4.- for teacher qualities =arid-Childrents--iinpr60-e-inent.

- Voice range. An-analysis of the voice-range test
-indicated that Children's vocal abilities and singing range deveicr.-
the following progressive order:

Development Range 't

1. -. Children sing from I-73
pitches with accuracy.

2. Children sing with, increas-al--,
accuracy and in a slightly lower
pitch range

3. Accuracy increases as range
begins to extend upward. Voice
break appears around the pitch 'A'
(indicated by black notation)

- 7 -
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SUMMARY TABLE TWO

.or

CORRELATIONS OF SELEPJED TEAM-IP.12 QVALrT :ES
WITH. GROUP IMPROVEMENT IN EXPERIMENTAL Cilla)REN

1".
Teacli0;QualitY- ., 1 --ImnroVernent-In Children- *

Melodic \ Rh YthniiC MuSidiaii0hiii Coinposite
-7----r-. -,=-.._

WorkS-hpi_ilalatingS:

\ '.31
\ 7;27

_ -,--: .',-a.9
----.ral.-

;--.76.*-...-
*

..56:-: -

:20: =

iSbn-.111-11,--.1.1ity - .1P*
S.hiOrici4404*:----'-..: .3.81: ----:

SY11401.--iegri:60.02P-_ , ..49,- V

_--- -Uridefg_tfridif4--:Tenatify,t38,---_-- .#2- .51
-- -- -Iiii#IerttAnding-,Ahik.:02 - .25 -_.14- 22:

-_

= .Peer Grout) :Rating; --, ....,-52' .1.5 , .52 .40

Self EsteeM: .12 -.27

.

-.08

ITML Sca-es: (2nd test)
ITML Tonal Tests
Aural Perception .22 -.61 .25 -.24
Reading Recognition 59* .48 .46 .66
ITML Rhythm Tests
Aural Perception .11 .59 -.45 .43 ,

Reading Recognition 32 .35 .42
ITML1 'test Total .49 .35 .22 .52

Improvement on .ITML ,
/

!

Tonal Aural Perception ".54 .43 .31 .61
Tonal Reading Recog, .28 .10 :20
Rhythm Aural Perception.56
Rhythm Reading Recog.

-.70
.69

* .1.,;
.19

.79 */

.57
ITML 4 Test Total .50 .77 * .23

* indicates two highest coefficients for each' aspect of children'l
improvement.

8
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A . Range begins-. to increase
Upward on-pitches & Eb
anddoiviiward to l'ovi%G, but
qqa- especially on
Tie-up'Per ri)itcli.Rfg.:- Total

_tarige,,forthe majority is still
to =Bb

4

O

17ata..a/.so revealed-, that song's, withimthese ranges,
are--mOre-eaSly:performed-..by-z_dhildreri,iithey-POs§ess- one or more
of -:the folioWing-dharadteriMica:: =major mode, descending:Melodic_
direction 'and' sCaleWiSeinOtrenien4 Those melodies. which _-

iricOrPorate& one Or more of.tIV_felldwi0.,charadteristiCs were, found
ti::)'Ipe,Itiore difficult: minor mode,, 'descending melodic direction, and
Melodies whicit'skip along chord tones. .

IhfOrmation from the rhythm lest indicated that duple
rhythms were apparently, more natural arid easier 'to learn than tripl-e
rhythms. Both the experimental and control children perfOrmed,
a greater nUmber of duple patterns correctly on the pretest (before
any teaching was done) and again on the posttest.,

,Conclusion

The final conclusion offered was _that Headstart teachers
of the type typically employed in a Southern Headstart teaching center,
can, indeed, make a significant and measurable improvement in their
children if given minimal training and direction. The teachers in this
Project, largely through their, own efforts, produded substantial
improvement in the preschool children with Whom they worked.

. The fadt that they were able to noticably imprCVe the
music ability of their children carries great implications for-future
activity in this area. A training center shculd be organized in which
large numbers of Headstart teachers, as well as other preschool teachers,
could be taught the system used in this study. Recommended
improvements in the procedure would be periodic "refresher" meetings
of an in-service type, to help the teachers maintain theft teaching.
skills. In addition, .a means of pre-selecting teachers who are to
receive the initial training should be devised which would include
soine',kind of an assessment of initiative, industry, and ambition.

- 9 -



INTRODUCTION

There ark-two;prerhiSea-which moSt-intisiC:edtidatoralibld_
;be -true. One, is that inusio instruction should be started at an early age.
The 'leading music educators of Our Ttline a ll'_-ag.ree on-thiS_.stibject, Sinicht
Suzuki, the reknowtr-jaPanesethUsid _educator, advocates .playing5r1cOrdingS
and singing- to the Ibung-Child:-Aa=soOn.ea-,One7yeatpfage.- He ,also
'be 4eirks that,fOrMal,instruCtion-,(PlaYing_the'ViOlin). should begin at age three
the deOken,c0iripObee-ceri:::001, whose pedagogical ideas have greatly -

influenced music Iteaching-zin-theVpited,ptatesi has,,Statedihet'effeatiVe.
music instruction begins _0t birth. "zOlian-odAt,:itrioWil,thrOughout:;the',
United,RtateS for hisaPprbachAO-:muSiC iiteraCy4'has,beenctuoteci-as-Sayin9:'1
initsid4nStruCtion.-ShOtild-,Start; nine,:ntOfiths,before-the child is born. In \

his later bars, when-'alluding,itd,the effect Of home environment on pusical
/learning, expressed the opinion that the child would much better_

off if his music -training- was .begun .nine months before the mother was
.

The second Prentis:affirmed:by-nioSt inUsic:'.edUoators=1S- that
all people are MuSidaTtO-_sOMe-_cia§ree. Just as no human being ia;deisoid-
of intelligence,no iljets completely without musical ability. Wh t.
causes some indivldualS.tp,posSeas more (of less') .musical -talent,: r
ability, than others is still being researched. It is generally accep'
however, that musical talent, ability, aPtitude, or whatever name one ichooses
to employ, is ,a Product of innate -factors and early childhood envirorutent,:-
If this theory'is.adceptable, 'it_i_s obvious that-early-childhood- envintment
can play an important part in a child's later musical development, n' _matter
what his innate-eridowineriis may be.

1

Whether one is-disadvantaged, or not, is generally mea
terms of economics_. If an individual has less, than a given amount-4 f::income,_
or less than a- specified number of "essential" possessions to enabWhirn-
exist at a ,certain living standard, then he is judged to be disadvaniaged.
While this is undoubtedly true, -these are not 'the .real Misfortunes ofi being-
disadVantaged . incomes- can be raised and-essential- hardware cant*, purchased
for modern living,' but _these cannot-Offset-the lifetong_effect-of poorleatly-
childhood environment. MOnir educators now believe...that the, devdlopthent
of musical aptitude ceases, or slows noticably after The individualjpasses-
age seven. The same is thought to be true of apoi-ides and &bind is in
Many other areas of learning. ,Thus, while equal opcortunity is a dpriuriendable
practice., and:should be.everyOnelaright, success is still often un ttainable
for the yOung adult from a diSadiantaged badcground.,

-10-



Thus, it is important to begin music instrndtioni as well- as
instruction in-Other areas', at an early age:for all children,,_-and most
especially for the disadvantaged,. MoreOver-,_ this instruction-must 'be
-Started': before, the child reaches the ,age- or enrollment in the ptihlic
schools. Fortunately, -forthe,diSadVantaged, Child, the Headstart-.program
can fill. this need: While "Seine criticism, as well praiSe 4, has been
-directed' toward the operatiotvof'the He'adstart- program,. few,'will- dispute
the,fact that. jthe-idea, sou*, kmealts,-of ProOding I-01001- instruction_
for disadvantaged children 'in,Inv usic, ;0'4. other areas of learning, is of
vital/'ne'cessity.. HOW this -maty-,be effacaciously.accomplished is the
problem.- toward which tli-iestudyisl-directed.

'Purpose-of-the Study

I
The.

,,i
purpose 61 the _pre,Sentstucly -Was. _to4nveptiga te the

effectiveness of a music program,, designeii_es diallyfOrdisadvantaged
-children, when this program was impleMented by persorinel_already involved
in the operation of Headstart and! similar pretch- ols . The study had two
_t

.

primary objectives:

ll 1. Toidiscover if a typical Headstart teacher
could be trained in limited period of time to conduct a
remedial preschool: music program fOr disadvantaged
children.

. rTo discover if the progress shown by children
taught under such a program was significantly superipr to the
progress of similar children in identical situations where
such a program was not offered.

It was reasoned that, if the answers to these questions",
proved favorable, then by simply duplicating the materials and procedures
used, similar teachers in many localities could be assisted in establishing'
meaningful music programs in their schools, to the benefit of numerous
-disadvantaged youngsters..

Background Research

The present study is one of a series of research studies, dealing with
teaching music to disadvantaged children in progress at StePheg. Austin

. State University. The impetus for this series was a research project

-11 -
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'
Oompleted by Dr. John CHilI in 1967. That study, along with the studies
SubSequently completed in the-currentseries, are outlined in the sections
following.

A StU4-oithe- Musical Achievement of Culturally Deprived
and.-Cu I hire IlysAdVaritaged- The-EleMentary School=
This study, by Dr. lohn,Hili,:einploYeda__-SamPleof 614 students in
kindergarten; ,first,. fourth, ;fifth, -andy4bcth grades, -soled to44 equally from

,disadvantagedan&-adVantaged areas . the-iiivitigator found that there
Iwere-oignifidant.diffOrendet in ow:musidaL,abilities demonstrated by
children from the two backgrounds. He also reported that there seemed
to,be-a ndticabledgioroo: in-.1eatiling :rate- which -tended to allow thcse %
differences to become greater2througfrSubseqUent,grade,,levelS_. This
pheridmenumr, coMmonlY-knoWn,as the j'atiimulative,deficitlaCtOri" led
to the conclusion -that, not only did the children frorn,diSadantaged-,areas
'begin_ school, With less-.mitisical-r_aWity,_4.4 thaethedibpatitY.-between:
their ability and that shown by children from advantaged backgrounds
increased as they progressed -through schocil..

A_Study of Reniediailrodedureslor improving the Level of
Musical Attairimentainong-zPreSChoOl:DiSadvantdged4 -22 This Study:,
the first in the current series-, Was-completedin,-1,971 through the auspices
of the U.S.Offide of ,Education. The -purpose of the study was to compare
the effect of a structured program of Musical' training on the musical abilities
Of preschool- children-frOnvadvantaged and disadvantaged- environments,. It
was hypothesized that, if the musical- abilities of disadvantaged children
could be improved sufficiently, they might then be able to enter ,elementary
School on a level more nearly commensurate' with that pf their more fortunate
counterparts. A total of 128 children Were employed. .Thesewere formed
Into, two groups of 32 children each,. selected from disadvantaged areas and
two 'groups of 32 children from advantage&areas. One of the advantaged-
grouPs and one disadvantaged served as control subjects while the other
two groups were exposed to a series &music lessons taught by a university
musics education professoi and three .univerSityelementary education students.

The results of :the study suggested that a program such as
the one employed was effective for raising the level of musical ability of
diSadvalitaged as well as a'dvantaged children. (See Figure.1) The final
Rosttestscores of the disadvantaged-children who received the musical
instruction were not significantly different, at the .0 level, from those
of the advantaged children'. Thus, it appeared that the effect of
disadvantagement in music, as originally reported in the Hill Study, could
be overcome at this age level.

- 12



* InforMatien in this figure is taken from: A'Study of Remedial Procedures
''for' Inv-roving-the :Level of Musical AttainmeritoitnonT.Preschool
Disadvantaged ($4 footnote comi3fete

Past 12(-6
Post-_-113-.i3-

=Pre 1'11,2

Pthi 64-.131s_

Disadvantaged . Advantaged

Experimental Control Experimenial . Control, .

Pretest
. Means . z.

-Posttest 109.9Means

Gain Or Loss 62.4

66.5

64.8

-1,8

Figure I.

77.6

120.6

43.0

PRETEST, POSTTEST, AND GAIN SCORES
FOR FOUR PRESCHOOL GROUPS
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-- Other-findings reported. in _046 study suggested further
research. (1) The veicerange common to_all children .

i - ,-
in the study,

was notice* lower-than that uSually suggested-by writers of:male
education textboOks.' ,(2), The Negro children employed in thestudy_
appeared to sing-With greater accuracy -when-the pitCh level,cif the
-songs . was placed:lewer than=WaS:nedeSsary nor Anglo -Saxon children. "__'
(3), 'No,apParentdifference-waS friund.'in,thejeaChing reaUlt6 obtained.

,,1aria Ira ined:and, experienced_ music- teacher and those obtained-,by
.- inexperienced persong, only niininially''trairied-in,musiC.

An Investi atien -of the Sin in- AbilitieS .oildricier arteri
= and-- First _Grade: Children in East 'TexaS .217 The ApUrPOs',? -this, AUdY-
:Waa,LtO7further investigate ,tlie,Conuiliin slridinglange,of.-a large ,nUniber of
kiridergarteivand :first grade. 6\hildrek in -thetast .Texas- area:., ,A-rtptal of

' 212 Children:in seven,-6Chools.\-were,giVen-iiidividUal-vpiCe.teetS:. : Taken
--4 -a whole:, the best-singing .ratiga:fs# the kindergarten-.Children,-ApPeared
to be those%OitcheOcund-l*tween _low kanclithe,;*a:bOve.6- For the,
firstgrade children, 'this--range-'appeared between 46w-_A--and''Q`above:.

. ,

1

Kindergarten -First Grade

SUbstantial differences were found however, between the singing,
range's of -boys -compared _to,girkiinitle children compared to flack, -and-
the total voice range compared to the'---a-C-'c-i--iratece--razige--for-al. ldren
Data also strongly confirmed the existarice.of a. "voice break" or loss of
control centered. ori.the pitch A. (See Figtire2,)'

A Study of the Vocal Singing Ranges of-Black 'Kindergarten
dnd First Grade Children. Since most`, of the disadyantaged children
in this immediate area are' of Negro ancestry, it was considered desirable
to conduct a more extensive study of the singing ranges and vocal
development of Black children. Accordingly, s'ait,t4 were collected in the
form of Individual tape recordings of the singf45.toices of 732 Black
children in 17 separate schools .in texas and Louisiana. The results
of this study indicated that many Black children cOtgd sing well within
the range of low A to F or F# above 'but the greate61-66curacywaq

14.-
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* Information in this figure is taken-from: An Investigation of the Singing
Abilities of Kinder- arten.-and- First Cade- Children In East Tecas- (See
fad:Oita 2 for complete bibliographic "infokriation )

49-

Black Kg. Bogs

a-Y

610111 ,Res
2

Black 1st grd. Boys

aICIrnqn1"..1

419
-Black Kg. Girls

am.

IP
Black 1st grd. Girls

White Kg. Boys
16

White 'lst grd. Bpys

110-

White Kg. Girls
76

White 1st grd. Girls

Figure 2.

MAXIMUM VOCAL RANGE OF KINDERGARTEN AND FIRSTGRADE CHILDREN
(shown by black notation)

PITCH REGION WITHIN WHICH ACCURACY WAS ATTAINED BY
25% pR MORE OF EACH CLASSIFICATION

(shown by white notation)
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achieved by most within the more limited range of low B-flaf to F above.
In general, this range is slightly lower and somewhat more restricted _

than that found for comparable White children. The existence of a. -

voice break centered ,on the pitches G and A was ,again re-affirmed in
this study. Only a very smell percentage of these Black Children,
however, were able to sing-with accuracy "above the voice break.
Most preferred to sing below-end-often lowered songs an entire octave
in order to perform in the 16w range.

Definite stagus of development were also 'reported in this
study. The least advanced Children-attempted to sing in a-speaking
voice while the, most advanced -sang -at -the correct.PitChievel anci.in tune.
Between -these stages were those who-sang with,incondistenmelodic
dife0tion,_ those who sang out -of- tune, and these whO,tranSPoSed the
,melodies to other, =more comfortable Pit4,-tariges. figure 3-outtines
these stages-end the-order in,Which'they--ePpeared with-the Children'
'An-this study.

Design of the Present Ruch',

. 'The design of the present study was directly influenced by
the findings/reported in the preVious studios in this series;` Thoie findings
In summary were:

I. Disadvantaged children have less musical ability
than advantaged children at the thno they enter elementary school.

2. As they, progress through school, this difference becomes
greater due to differences in learning rate.,

3.- This difference can be practically eliminated if remedial
work is initiated at the preschool level. I

4. Relatively untrained and inexperienced teachers can
achieve acceptable results in-teaching/music-to-disadvantaged pre-
school children through use of a.pre-structured lesson series.

5. Black children have lower voices, therefore song material
for the*: use should be pitched lower in order to allow them gfeater
chances for success.

6. Materials, devices, and techniques for teaching
disadvantaged children should be selected to coincide with their
vocal development; as well as singing range.

- 16 -
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* Information for this figures taken from A giud ,faf the
Ranges of Black 'XindOrAarten-and First Grade Children (See footnote 4
fot-COMPlete"bibliograPhic inforMation)-

. Uses` Speaking Voice

Sings at Proper pitch
Levels but out of tune or

Trphsposes melody to a.
lower Pitch Level, and sings
more' in _tune -than before

urosularmarri-

t

k

Figure 3

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SINGING ABILITY IN CHILDREN
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Acting upon these previous findings, the present study
was designed to determine if teachers, of the kind typically employed .

In. fleadstartpreschoolt, could achieve comparable success in teaching
music to-their children.

The design included ;twelve, iieedstart centers, ban to be
deSignated experittental group; and two -to,be control groups. The iOtal,.
enrollment Of each school-c,isr teaching,, center, was tole included in the
student sann4--4e--populatiert. Originally, 'eltlinaie-d.that each ofit was
the centers would contain -an average of-thirty children, which-would -.

have provided- a' total of.3.60,subjepts, Acteal, enrollments were smal=ler,
'howeverz, resulting 41, a total N = 300-at the ieginnirtg, of the ,project,
Ali children were to- be- pretested -and ,Posttested with In oral - 'aural Music
ebitiijr-test-to de fermine,:initle r141_ final levels Of- u gical
Difierences`betWeen-,pretegt--and poshest sOte.(gain scores) were to
be as measures of.impitvement.

One teacher, regularly involved with each experimental=
school was to be designated Its the experhnental teacher for that school.
These ten people were to4ttencila short training workshop-and upon
returning to their respective' schools , each was to function the only
inusic teacher for all the children in their school for the. entire subsequent
School year. Figure 4 illustrates ?the design..

Data Analysis. Data were to be analyzed in the following
ways.

1. Data from the teaoher-fritining workshop to be reported
and analyzed in terms of initial ability, final- ability,
attitude, and ease of learning. .

2. Data from the experimental sahciols to be presented and
analyzed in terms of initial and final ability, improvement, time to'
learn, rate of learning,. and amount of learning.

3. Statistical comparisons of data from the teacher-training
workshop and that from the experlmntal schools.

4. Comparison of data from the experimental children
to that obtained from the control 'groups ;

S. Subjective assessments of the project by the experimental
teachers and by the project director
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Experimental Groups .
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Selecting teachers. The initial step in the project was to
secure cooperating schools. A list of alt Headstart-Community Action
disfricts within a radius of one hundred miles of Nacogdoches, Texas,
the headquarters for the project, was obtained froze Dallas Area
Dffice bf the Community Action Program. The one-hundred mile limit
WO deemed the maximum distance that could be conveniently, ached
for morning testing and observation.-4,.

Letters were then sea t° each district director, outlining
the purpose and design of the project and soliciting their cooperation. If .

a ciliector agreed to participate in the project, they were asked to submit
the °names of four teachers working in separate teadhing,centers , or rooms,
and who would be able to attend a three-day.training workshop to be held
in August at Stephen F. Austin State University. When all had replied,
a table of random`numbers was employed to select ten people to serve
as experimental teachers and two additional for a control group. The
\teachers, the center in which they taught, and the city in which the

. centers were located are listed in the order drawn:

Order °Teacher Center

I Caste Hines
2 Willie' Parker
3 Virginia Oates

4 Marie Washington
5 JUdy, Searg
6 Margaret Crawford
7 Maxine% Session
8 joshie Henderson
9 Patricia Taylor

10 - Doris Means

Westside Headstart
,Headstart - Room # 1
Headstart Schobl

Headstart School
Headstart Center
Headstart Center
Headstart Center
Child Development Ctr.
Full-year Headstart
Headstart - Room #2

Control Schools Selected

I i Carter Street Hedstart Center
12 Mansfield Headstart Center

figure 5 shown the location of these
to the project headquarters in Nacogdoches, Texas.

- 20
31.

0 0 0 42 9

Location

Carthage , fexa s
Nacogdoches, Texas
Alabama-Coushatta Indian

Reservation (Texas)
Henderson, Texas
Mt. Enterprise , Texas
jcksonville, Texas
Rusk, Texas
Nacogdoches, Texas
Nachitoches, Louisiana
Nacogdoches, Texas

Marshall, Texas
Mansfield, Louisiana

schools in relationship

4
4 3



NIP

OKLAHOMA
(L;m Rock)

ARKANSAS,

11 Marshants (control)
4 Henderson (exp.)
1 Oarthage (exp.)'

12 Mansfield (control)
6 Jacksonville (exp.)
5 Mt. Enterprisel(exp.)
9 Nachitoches (exp.)
7 Rusk (exp.)
8 Nacogdoches (exp.)
2 Nacogdoches (exp.)

10 Nacbgdoches cxp.)
3 Alabama-Coushatta (exp.)

Figure 5.

Scale: 1 inch = 0 miles

I4EADSTART SCHOOLS INVOLVED IN THE STUDY
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Selection of song materials, Several factors influenced
the selection of children's 'songs for use in the prbject. Of primary
concern was the pitch range of the songs. Those selected had to
possess tessaturas (most frequently recurring pitches) which fit within
the accurate singing range of kindergarten children as determined by
preVious research.

A tetond consideration of importance to the selection-of
speech- verses, as Well as to song material, was the subject of the
texts. Preschool children, in-general, 4ike to sing about-themselves,
iheir immediate environment, of the things they have seen..._- Of
particular, riterest to those--childien who-had participated in previous
research-projectt were.sOngs abOutartimals (dogs, lions, worms,. etc.)
and tallish, A.tof-Ahe- songs employed ln,the projectmet one or more
-of the above criteria,.

In addition to range arid text stibject, preference was
given to songs using harmonieS",derived from the three primary chords
(I, 'IV, -V7) and -which used-few chord --Changcs. _As_much-as possible,
songs were selected -that could also be Obtained On =a good qhality
recording. A list-of song titles and sources may be.found in the
Appendices.

Teaching Outline. Due to the limited mUsical,training
of the majority of the experimental teachers, plus the brevity of the
training workshop, the number of musical concepts; to be introduced
to the children was limited. The concepts incorporaterl,into the
teaching outline are listeclqn Figure 6 in the order they wore introduced.

Teaching Manual. The format of;the _teaching manual
was designed to coincide with the Rhythmic-M'elcilc division of
concepts within the teaching outline. A split page, plastic bound,
flip book was constructed. That part of the lesson dealing with rhythmic
concept teaching was placed on the left side of the bkmk while the
melodic portign was placed on the right. Each song, or verse rhythm,
was repeated three times when it was introduced and again later in the
year. Many songs were employed 'for melodic teaching then later on
for rhythmic teaching. A total of 90 lessons were formulated. This
format had the following advantages:

1. It could be laid flat on a desk or stood up.

2. The entire daily lesson was visible without turning
a page.

'

- 22 -
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Rhythm Concepts Melodic Concepts'

1. Feeling for a Steady Beat. 1. Feeling for the Resting Tone
(key feeling, tonic feeling)

2. Feeling for Duple Meter 2. Feeling for Major Tonality

3. Feeling for Triple Meter 3. Feeling for Minor Tonality

4. Recognition of these Melodic 4. Aural Harmony (partner songs,
Rhythms: '(by sound ) and chants)

a.

Duple

e.

f . __ Fri
g. 117-1

h. sl
i.

3 . t) r
Triple

k. rn
5. Rhythmic Improvisation

5. .Recognition of these musical
instruments

a. violin
b. horn
c. flute
d. 'clarinet
e. drum

Figure 6.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS IN THE ORDER INTRODUCED
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. 3. By splitting the lesson pageS, one page could. be
repeated if necessary while a new page could be
introduced an the opposite side.

4. By supplying three, lessons for each song or activity
the teacher would have ample. Material for reinforcement
or, if she desired, She could skip one or two repititions
and move ahead, if the concept was well-enough
established.

A complete copy of the manual may be found in the Appendices. A much
larger number of lessons_ was prepared than was expected,th be needed.
This was-done as a precaution since neither the abilities -of the teachers
nor those of- the. students with whom they would be _working were known
to the investigator at-the time the manual was structured. In actual
practice, most of the teachers taught approximately- half of the lessons.

Other Teaching Materials. Each of the tenrexperimental
teachers was supplied' with'a coPk-olthe teaching- manual. The manual
contained the song titles, speech verses, and teaching procedures
for each daily lesson., In addition, eadh teacherwas provided with an,,
autoharp for adCOmPanyingthe songs, and,a W' hand drum & beater,
an 8" triangle with beater and holder, a 7" tambourine,- -and a tone block.
These instruments are.illuStrated in the prelimrnary age.s of the teaching
manual. Each teacher was also given a songflute for melody playing and
25 pairs of rhythm sticks for use with her students. Three recordings
containing many of the songs used in the lessons plus a set of postersr.
depicting various musical jinstruments were alSo given to each teacher.
(The posters rwere provided free of charge through the coutesy of the
Allyn & Bacon Publishing Company)

Supplementary Materials. A number of additional recordings
and books were rotated among the schools on a Joan basis during the
duration of the project. These consisted of listening records of
children's stories ei*songs, African songs, Indian Songs, 'and similar
things. The occasional insertion inthe lesson manual stating "play
a portion of a loan record" alludes to\these materials. These materials
as well as those initially givpn to the .teachers and described in the
previous'paragraph were distributed to the participating schools at the
conclusion of the teaching portion of the project. .

Teacher -training Workshop, A three-day training workshop
was held on they campus of Stephen F. ,Austin State University on August,



11,2, & p, 1972. Sessions were held in the mornings, afternoons, and
two evenings- toittroduce the teachers to manual, materials, and
instruments they were to use: Iristructioni in teaching techniques,
playing the autoharp, ,playing the songflute, and:rudimentary knowledge
of f-mtisiC reading were offered . A workshop schedule is 'shown in
Figure 7,.

Rooms in the SFA University Dotmitories and meals 4n the
University Cafeterias were provided all teachers attending the workshop.
These were provided free of ,cost to'the participents along with a small
stipend tb cover expenses.

Teacher Characteristics. All teachers in attendance had.
from one to three year experience working with Headstart children.
Two were Headstart Center directors- or head teachers While the remaining
eight were teachers or assistant teachers. Three hadiattended college
one had a college degree, while the others had a °high- school education
or less. Only one of the ten had had any previous musical training.
Six were Negro, four were Anglo-saxon, and all were women,

Evaluation of Teachers, Portions of the Iowa Test of
Music Literacy, Level One was employed for objective evaluation of
each-teaCher's musical ability. .6/ This test battery is designed to
measure an individual's capabilities invihe areas of rhythm perception,
rhythm pattern reading, rhythmic notation, melodic perception, melodic
pattetn reading, and melodic notation. It is divided into two parts
which are subdivided as follows:

Rhythm Concepts Test
Aural Perception

-Reading Recognition
Rhythmic Notation

Tonal Concepts Test
Aural Perception
Reading Recognition
Rhythmic Notation

For purposes of teacher evaluation in this Project, only the Aural
Perception and Reading Recognition portions of each of the two total -

tests were used. These were administered before the workshop began
and again at its conclusion.-
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Day One:
,.

9-10 AM Orientatin & Testing (Iowa Test of Mus. Literacy)
10-11 AM Songflute instruction
11-12 AM AutOharp instruction, review of song materials

1-2 PM,
2-3 PM
3-4 PM
4-5 PM

Songfltite instruction ,

Autoharp instruction
Teaching to indiVidual-differences in children
Records for:teaching

6-7 PM First lessons in the manual

Day Two:.
., , , v

9-10 AM Songflute instruction .
.

..

10-12 AM Autoharp playing of songs & lessons in manual

1-2 PM
2-5 PM

Records-for teaching
Lessons from manual

6-7 PM Lessons from manual

Day Three:

9-10 AM
10-12 AM

1-3 PM
3-4 PM

Songflute instruction
Lessons from the manual

Demonstraticin lessons by teachers
Posttest (ITML) & final instructions

Figure 7.

TEACHER TRAINING WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
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In addition, three subjective. evaluations of each teacher
were made at the conclusion of the workshop. These were in the form
of ratings on a three, point scale in which 2 was average, 3 above, and
-1 below:

(1) A rating was assigned each teacher by the project
director. The-rating was assigned on the basis of the
qual.ity.of the demonstration lessons presented by the
teacher during the workshop and the apparent progress
in musical awareness shown by each.

(2) Each teacher. was asked to assign a rating to all the
other teacherP as to the probable, success in teaching
music they,felt. each Would have. This bating was,
arrived at thiough their observatiOn of each other;)

3. Each teacher was asked to rate herself as to how
she feltabout her own probable success as a music
teacher. Each was asked to base their rating on their
own sense of accomplishment and their confidence in
their preparedness.

Evaluation of Children. The children in the study were
evaluated by means of a specially designed test. The structure of the
test Was an outgrowth of two previous tests, one of which had been used
by0John Hill in his study and again in the 1971 teaching experiment..
(See, footnotes 1 and 2) This test was refined for use in the subsequent
studies in this series. In the second version, items were rewritten in
a more suitable singing range and reordered as to tonality, melodic'
direction, and item difficulty. For the present study, the test was again
refined, items were again adjusted for range and the total number of items
was redUced.

in the form used in this study, the test contained, four parts.
Part One consisted of ten items and was designed to measure melodic
perception. The items were randomly assorted and consisted of equal
numbers of major, minor, ascending, descending, scalewise and
interval combinations. Part Two was a rhythm.perception.measure and
consisted of ten items, each containing two beats of either triple or
duple rhythm patterns. Part Three was simply a question asking the
child to sing a song of hip choice which he knew and might feel familiar
with. This item was included in the test to determine if the chilcaen
sang differently on a familiar song than on unfamiliar ite:ms as in Parts
One and Two. Part Four of the test consisted of ten melodic patterns
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which,:take as a whole, encompassed p tonal range of loW G to high
E-flat.

IT

A complete copy of the test, as given, may be 'ound in theiAppendices..

The testing procedure-WaS as follows: -Thettest was
introduced to the child as a "genie" which. -the examiner was to play with
the child. The=eXarniner hada tape. recorder which was /in operation
during the entire testing peridd:so that all teSt items_ and' child responSes
were recorded for later evaluation°. .The melodic portions of the test
were played on a song = bell set by the examiner, sung by the examiner tc
the child., and the child was then asked to repeat the item. This system
allowed the child two hearings of the item before he was asked to sing.
Parts One and Four of the test were administered in this manner. For
Part Two, the rhythm portion, the examiner presented., the item on a pair
of rhythm sticks and the child was asked to play the item on a drum with
a drum beater.

As a means of motivation, each child was given a candy
bar provided he completely.finished the "game." This ty 'pe of motivation
had been used qn several occasions prior to this with success. In this
project, very few children elected to leave before the test was completed,
or refused to participate.

The testors employed in the project were five university
students. All were music majors, competent musicians, and women.
Two wereiNegro, three were Anglo-saxon. It is often stated that
childreh of a given racial group will respond better for a teacher, or
testor of the same race and it is for this reason that it was considered an
asset to have a racially mixed testing group. It is, therefore, of more
than passing interest to note that better results (on the basis of cooperation
and response) were obtained when the,Black testors tested White children,
and the White testors worked with the Black children.. When the Black
testors worked with Black children, there was much more evidence of
belligerency and less inclination toward cooperation than was true when
the testors worked with children of the opposite race. Perhaps this was
due to the particular situation, the children, or the personalities of these
particular testors. On the other hand, it is possible that the idea that a
group of children from a particular race will respond better for a teacher
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or in this case a testor, of the same racial extraction, is a figment of
adult thinking rather than an existing fact with the children ,involved.

I

)The items on Parts One, Two, and Three were scored
on a five point scale. A score o five waf assigned for a completely
accurate rendition of the item. Less accurate performances were given
smaller scores down to a score of one for a response which was
entirely wrong. A zero score w4s given only when the child was unable
to make a response which could be identified, Or refused to 'do so.
'Specific 'scores were as follows:

Part One ;.. Melodic Test (10 items, 50 possible points)

5 - All three pitches of the iteni correct.( In-tune Singer)
4 - Two of the three ;pitches correct_( Insecure Singer).
3 - Only one pitch correct (OUt-oF-tune.Singer)
2 - Correct melodic. direction only (Directional Singer)
I - Wrong 'melodic direction, or tries to speak rather than sing

(Non-directional Singer or a Speaker)

Part Two.- Rhythm Test (10.items, 50'possible poilits)

5 - Entire rhythm pattern performed correctly (Rhythmically Secure)
4 -. All correct but with errors of less than one beat ,(Rhy. Insecure)
3 - One beat'or less of the two-beat pattern performed correctly

(Rhythmically Unstable)
2 - A rhythmic responSe" but not related to the item ( Rhy. Undeveloped

- A nori-rhythmica'l response (Non-rhythmical Performer)

Part Three Musicianship (1 item, 5 possible points)

5 - A musical performance in all respects
4 - A good performance with only slight errors in pitch or rhythm
3 - A satisfactory performance but parts of the song difficult/to

recognize, song incomplete
2 - Sings out-of-tune, loss of tonality and/or rhythm

- An unmusical performance

The total possible score on these three parts was 105
points. These three portions of the test formeda Composite Test
referred to in latensections as' the Criterion Test.

Part Four - Voice Range Test

In this part, credit was given for each correctly performed
pitch and no credit for pitches scrag more than a qu:1,-ter tone different
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from the- criterion pitch. The scores for this part were not averaged.
with the others since voice range seemed to be related differently to
musical concept development than the first three ,parts of the test.

,Pioject Supervision. Each teache -was advised to call
the project-director.for advise or help when she felt the, need.. Beginning
in October, one ,of the-experimental schools- was visited each week by
the -project director-. -Visits were conducted on Tuesday morning. This
system_ should' haVe provided the director two opportunities to observe.
each -teacher at work. Imactual fact, due to chaniginTschedules,,
unannounced teacher meetings- at th4 schOols:i, vaAtions,, illness ,- and
similar "factors, only two of the teachers we re- observed in the teaching
procesS on both visits._ Some Were obServed Oaching once, while a
=few were never observed__in-_action. While many helpful= discussions
were :held' with, the---teachers on these:visits , lt_WOUld--have been more
-beneficial =to haVe observed. more aotuallteaChing-and f011oWed. this
With -the,diScussions. In:every case, lhoWevet, all the*-teaching was
done by-the experimental teachers and any improvement in the Children
mtistbe credited to their-teaching activities.,
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RESULTS

Sart jpleaze. The original design of the prbject
assumed an average of thirty .children in each teaching center, if
this assumption had been realized., 'tfe experimental group would
have numhoted 300 and the control group, 60. When all children
in the twelve participating schools had been pretested' in the Fall,
it was found that the actual number of children was 210 in the ten
experimental schools and 67 in the two control schools,

"7?

Due to the itinerent nature of many of the parents
of Headstart children, several of these children left the school!
during the year. When this occurred, they were usually replaced
by other children who had not been.pretested in the Fall and who

. could not, therefore, be included in the project. The.final number .

of children for whom pre and posttests. were available at the conclusion
of the project, was 76 experimental and 33 control. The data reported
in eucceeding sections refer to this numiSer of children.

The original experimental group.of ten teacher also
was subjected to som, shrinkage. In the case of one teacher, it -
found that none of thet children who had been pretested in the Fall .
were still in her teaching group at the time of posttes5ing in the
Spring. in addition, a second teacher terminated her emplor..ent at
her school prior to the end of the year. The data for these two teachers
was, therefore, deleted from the teacher data reported on the following
pages,. as was the data for the cljIldten in the school where the tedchdr
left early since the ad not ficeived the same amount of instruction as'
the rest of- - experimental children.

Exoerimental Teacher Data

Iowa rests of Music Literacy. Portions of the lows
Tests of Music Literac Level One were administered twice to the
expe..mental teacher group. The first administration was performed prier
to the first teacher training workshop session on August 1 and the
second, immediately after the final session on August 3. Previous
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oral discussions and interviews had revealed that little or no musical
training had been experienced by most. In view of this, it was
decided, to use only four of the six subtests in the ITML-Level One
battery:

T 1 Tonal Aural Perception
T 2 Tonal Reading Recognitiqn

R - 1 Rhythm Aural, Perception
R - 2 Rhythm Reading Recognition

ho scores obtained from the preworkshop and post4
4 1:-

workshop test administrations are displayed as Talals... pne. For
..cOrnparison, the published scores for elementary C,Niciren a& or high
.schbol students are also shown. These latter were obtained om

student's employed as subjects in the standardization study frem which
the norms for the ITtyll. battery were derived. It should be noted that
thqse students were enrolled in.schoois which were characterized by
the exceptional quality of their music programs. For this reason,
these norm scores may tend to be,.ti itttle higher than might be true of
children in gen al. It should also noted th6-t the majority of the
norms sample stu ents were from Midwestern cities and none were
from the Southern states nor from Texas. School policies, teaching
procedures., customs, heredity, environment, and other factors unique
to the Southern culture would not be reflected in the published norms
and might, therefore, render these norms less useful for ccmparison

I with test subject4 in the South. The information given in Table One
should be interpreted in the light of these limitations.

It may be seen from the table that the musical
achievement level of the experimental teacher group was less than
that published for high school students, cn: Of elementary students
in the ITML manual. Tins means that, at the time the teachers began
working with their children, their own musical ability was somewhat
less than that of a "typical" upper elementary-school sticient.
Individually, two of the teachers Were above the elementary level
on the Tonal it test live were aAtve on the Tonal.

t LeacjILL1 RecognitionrugicaLtest, two on the Rhythm Aural Perception test,
while one was above the elementary leyel on the Rhythth Reatpnq
lif.lcsa_ii ..ittion test', Only one of the teachers scored above the high
school norm level; on the Tonl ReadinctRecoonition and Rhythmic
Aural tests..
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TABLE ONE

MANS AND STANI:ARD DEVIATIONS ON FOUR
ITML TESTS FOR EXPERIMENTAL TEACHERS AND

ITML NORMS SAMPLE STUDENTS

IOWA TESTS OF MUSIC LITERACY
Melodic Rhythmic \-1

Aural Reading Aural Reading

Norms Sample Mean 11.0 15.9 12.4 12.3

Grades 4-5-6
V.

ITML Manual * S.D. 4.49 3.47 2.98 3.36

\Norms %Sample Mean 15.9 20.0 15,2 18.5

Grades 10-11-12
ITML Manual * S.D. 4.18 2.20 3.98 3. 9

- .

Pre-Training Mean 7.1 14.8 11.8 8.1

Scores
Experimental Teach rs S .DS.D. 3.69 4.44 2.63 3.62

...4 ' L

Post-training ./ Mean 8.9 14.5 1a,0 10.0

Scores , .
-

.Experimental Teachers S.D. 2.57 3.9,k-- 3.08 2.24
4 i

Experimental Teachers
Gain on ITML
(Pre- to Post)

t

Mean

.

+1.8 -.3 -1.8 +1.9

4'"* From Iowa Tcsts of Music Literacy, Manual, Table 8, page 100.
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While there were cinly three days of workshop/
training between the two administrations, of the ITML, some,ehanges
were noticable. Group gains were observed in melodic aural
perception and in rhythmic reading,1 but a group loss of about equal
magnitude was seen in rhythmic aural perception. No/change of
significance was observed on the tonaLreading test. This last was
somewhat surprising since a substritial amount of emphasis had
been placecLon learning to read mttsic through playing the songflute.
Apparently the 9ffect of this activity did not reflect in the group-
melodic reading ability. The ,group gains were /probably the result
of practicing melodid echo songs and performing simple rhythm patterns
from notation, activities whibh consumed a Substantial amount of _time.
The loss might have been due to an underdeveloped understanding of
duple and triple meter-whith was observed throughout the training
period. It seemed consistently easier for the teachers to recognize
rhythms if they were accompanied by notation examples. The limited
amount of gain on the tests, and possibly some of the losses
sustained by some orthe teachers, were due to the physical exhaustion
of the participants. Learning activities had been compressed and
the concentration of the tedchers had been extremely intense during the
three day training period with the result that the\posttest scores of
the ITML may not have been indicative of the actual learning that had
taken place.

Workshop Performance Ratings. During, and at the
conclusion of the training workshop, several subjective az3essments
of each teacher's abilities were made by the workshop director. These
were based on a scale of 7 points in which 4 was "average", 7 was
virtually perfect in the quality being assessed, and 1 was no ability
in'the quality.. Other numerals indicated graduations of the quality
from 1, 4, and 7. Ratings we're assigned on the following skills and
abilities:

a,

1. Sonciflute playing ability. The songflute was
the medium by which the teachers were'taught to read pitches
and simple rhythms. The instrument was also intended to be
used as a means of echo singing.practice during the teaching
year with the children.

2. Sirming ability. Tone quality, pitch accuracy,
and the ability to accompany themselves while singing with
The autoharp.
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3. Knowledge of tonal syllables. Teachets- were
asked to,learn to sing and use tonal syllables ado, ray, me, fa,
so, la, te, dci).. Phonetic Spellings, rather than the traditional
Italian, were used when writing the syllables and in the;
introductory pages of the teaching manual.

4. Lesson demonstration. Near the conclusion
of the workshop, each teacher taught a demonstration lesson
in front of the rest of the group.

5. Understanding of tonality. The ability of each
one to hear, and imitate pitches, maintain ma.or or min-or
tonality, find the beginning Pitch from the tonic chord played
on the autoharp, and identify the "resting tone", or key center.

. 6. Understanding of rhythm. The ability to
'feel' and maintain a steady beat, ability to comprehend duple
and triple meter differences, and ability to identify by ear and
perform4he rhythm patterns' listed in the introductory pages of
the teaching manual.

PeerGroup\Rating. At the conclusion of the workshop,
each teacher was asked to asign a rating of (3) excellent, (2) good,
(1) satisfactory, to each of th\e other teachers. These ratings were
to reflect their opinions as to the probable success of each one in
their role as Music teacher in the coming year.' They were to base
their assessments on their observagons of each other during the
course of the workshop. These ratings were then averaged and
the resulting mean rating was counted as the teacher's peer group
rating. The figure shown in Table Two is the mean of these means.

Self Rating. Also at the conclusion of the workshop,
each teacher was asked to rate herself as to her confidence in her
own ability to function as a music teacher during the coming year.
The same rating scale was used as for the peer group rating (1,2 ,or3).
As might be expected, modesty, lack of self confidence, or other
factors tended to cause the teachers to assign slightly lower ratings
to themselves than the others had assigned to them. Perhaps the
teachers' confidence in the others was higher than their confidence
in themselves.

Attitude. The overall attitude of the teachers was
excellent. All seemed eagerto learn and all were apprehensive to
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TABLE TWO

SUBJECTIVE RATINGS, OF ABILITIES ACQUIRED
DURING THE-PRETRAINING WORKSHOP

Abilities
A B

SongfIute Playing 5 4

Singing Ability 6 5

Tonal,Syllables 6 4

Lesson DeMonstration 4 3

Understanding Tonality 5 2

Understanding Rhythm 5 6

Peer Group Rating 1.6 1.6

Self Rating' 1 2

Teachers
C D E

6 4 5

6 5 6

5 4- 6

2 3 4

1 2 3

4 5 4

1.9 1.3 1.9

1 1 2

Group
FGHMean
7 7 6 5 :5

7 6 7 6'4 0

7 6 7 5.6

6 4 6 4.0

7 3 6 3.6

7 6. 5.0

2.6 2.0 2.5 1.9

2 1 3. 1.6

Note: Teacher- 'F' appeared to be the best potential teacher, she
scored at the top in everything except her self rating.
Teacher 'E' 'appeared to be the most "average" potential
teacher, she scored nearest the group mean on most of
the ratings.
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varying degrees about their own abilities. Individual differences
mad p it impossible to assign any meaningful ratings for this attribute ,

however, it appear,ed that these teachers could be broadly classified
into four identifiable groups:

Group 1: The teacher who felt she knew the materials
and would do a good job. (1 teacher).

GiOup 2: The teacher who felt she could do a good
job if she could just master all the materials in time. (4 teachers)

Group 3: The teacher who felt she would do as much
as she could but would never be able to master the materials.
(2 teachers)

Group 4: The teacher who felt she could not master
the materials and would never do a good job. (1 teacher)

All subjective ratings are displayed as Table Two. Based on the
workshop ratings, the best potential teacher in the group was Teacher
F, followed closely by Teacher H. These two individuals also
were given the highest ratings by the peer group. Teacher F, who
actually received the highest ratings of all the teachers, rated herself
as average. The individual with the poorest potential was Teacher
D. She received the lowest workshop ratings, the lowest peer
group rating, and rated herself low on the self rating. She was also
the teacher classified in Group 4 in the preceding paragraph. She
was never able to develop any feeling of 1elf confidence in anything
during the workshop period. It should be noted that she had a good
understanding of rhythm, a fact which seemed to help her teaching

,a lot during the year.

117

TML In terc ode la tions . In terc one la tions between
ITML subtests for the pretest administration, those for the posttest.
administration and the pre-post correlations of each individual
subtest are displayed in Table Three.

In general, the subtest intercorrelations for the
pretest administration (the lower left triangle of the table) as well
the subtest intercorrelations for the posttest administration (upper
right triangle of the table) were Lbw. Incomparison, these coefficients
are very close to those givdn in the ITML manual, Table 9, page 107.
This similarity suggests that apparently the tests were functiqning
properly.
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TABLE THREE

INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN PRETEST SCORES,
POSTTEST SCORES, AND CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 'PRE AND POST.

ADMINISTRATIONS OF ITIvIL.SUBTESTS

Pretests
TAP ...

Posttests
RRRTRR RAP

Tonal Aural
Perception

Tonal Reading
RecOgnition

Rhythmic Aural
Perception .

Rhythmic-Reading
Recognition

.75

.25
,-,

.25

.74,

.23

. 94

.

.20

.63

.21 -

.30

.

.54

.42

.43

.76

.18

.60

Note: The lower left friar lar area of the table includes intercorrelations
between ITML subteste on 1.4a Preworkshop administration. .

The upper right triangular area displays intercorrelations between ITML
subtests on the Postworkshop adminietration.
The diagonal strip through the middle of the table shows pretest-posttest
correlations for each subtest.
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The correlation coefficients displayed in the strip
through the middle of the table are for pretest and poStest
administrations of each subtest. These are'noticably higher than
the intercorrelations. The magnitude of these coefficients may\
be interpreted as the degree of change in the teacher group between
the two administrations. The higher the coefficient, the lesS
change in tea9her performance on the test., A case in point-is the
Tonal Reading Recognition test: As pointed out earlier, there was
very little change in the teachers' performances on this test between
the pre and post administrations, - -thus, the high coefficient of .94.

The lower coefficients for the pre-post administration
of the Rhythm subtests reflect the fact that , on the Rhythmic Aural
Perception test, five teachers showed a loss on the posttesit compared
to the pretest and two showed improvement.A" Similarly, on the.
Rhythmic Reading test, six showed imprOveinent while two showed a.
loss. I 4-

,

Perhaps it should also be mentioned that due to the
intense training given these teachers between the pretest and poSttest
administrations of this battery, these coefficients should not be
interpreted as pretest-poittest measures of reliability. Since every
effort was made to change their standing on the test, to use these
as indicators of reliability would be to employ them in an invalid
manner. Information as to the statistical reliability of these subtests
may be found in the ITM manual beginning on, page 99. The subtests
used in this project have split-halves reliabilities ranging from
.71 to .88. (ITML Manual, Table 8)

, Intercorrelations of Subjective Ratings. These
coefficients are displayed as Table Four. As might be expected, the
abilities related to singing ( #2 singing, 43 tonal syllables, and #5
understanding of tonality) all showed a high relationship to each
other - .95, .80, & '.83. Also playing a songflute, and lesson
demonstrations, both of which involve an understanding of tonality,
showed high relationship with.these first three abilities.

The rating on understanding rhythm related moderate to
loW with all other abilities, the highest relationship being .68 with

*". les son demonstration.

It is tof interest to note that the peer group rating
related highest with singing (.93) and knowledge of tonal sylldbles
(.86). Apparently the group was most impressed with the singing
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TABLE' FOUR

INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEE1,igiGriT SUBJECT RATINGS
OF TEACOBli ABILITIES*

:Abilitieses
t,

. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

,

'1
,

-8.
.

-,.., . .

. '_,SorigilUte.
Playing Ability. , 1.00 .79 '.75, .51' .48 -.09 .80 .08,

. Singing Ability
. .79 1600 .95 ,..80 .80 .29.. .93 .51

,

3. Kriowiedge of
Tonal Syllables .75 .95 1.00 .85 .83, .18 .86 .46'

4. Lesson
DemonStration .51 , .80 '.85 1.00 .95 .54 .79 .68

5'. Understanding
of Tonality .? .48 ,80 .83 .95 1.00 .37 ..2 .53

6. Understanding
of Rhythin -.09 .29 .18, .54 ..3'7%,1.00

,,,
.37' .59

,

7. Peer Group ..?

Rating
-

:80 .93 .86 .79
,:,.n .37 1.00 .63,

8., Self Rating
.08 .51 ,.46 .68 .53 .59 .63 1.00
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ubilities.of the other. group members and least influenced by their
understanding of rhythm. On the other hand when they rated them-
selves on the self rating scale, they were apparently influenced by
their own ability to teach the demonstration lessons and their own
understanding of rhythm. This apparent difffrience in values when
rating others and when rating themselves probably accounts for the
relatively lower correlation between the-peer group ratings and the
self ratings, .63.

Relationships of subjective-ratings to ITML. Table
Five displays correlation cceffiCients between. the eight subjective
ratings and the four subtests of the Iowa Tests of Music.Literacy.
It may be observed that,songflute ability,' singing ability, and
knowledge of tonal syllables all relate higheSt with the two reading
subtests. Ability to teach a demonstration lesson, on-the other
hand seems to relate very little to anything measured. by ITML and
even shows a high negative relationship with rhythm perception.
In like manner, the assessment of the teachers' understandings of
tonality and of rhythm did not relate, to the ITML subtests in these
areas. Apparently a subjective gating takes into account more, or
different, facets f rhythm and tonality understanding than are
mea xed by the TML.

The peer group-ratings seemed to be influenced by
ability to read rhythin and melody and very little by ability to hear
these elements. The self ratings on the other hand seemed to-
correlate higher with ability to hear major -minor differences, (aural
tonal perception) and less with the abilities to read rhythm and melody.

With one exception, the ITML tonal aural perception
test did not correlate highly with the subjective ratings. Similarly,
the ITML rhythmic aural perception test correlated negatively with
everything butsongflute playing. It may be that these two subtests
were not fully understood by the teachers or it may be- that three days
workshop training is insufficient to develop much ability to hear with

kpeople who are not used to listenin or performing music.
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TABLE FIVE

RELATIONSHIPS OF EIGHT SUBJECTIVE RATINGS
TO IOWA TESTS OF m vsiq LITERACY TESTS

-fi

Abilities
f 1IMO: Posttest Scores *

.

TAP TRR RAP _RIO

.

Songflute .

Playing Ability-

Singing Ability

Knowledge of
Tonal "Syllables

Lesson
Demonstration ..

Understanding
of Tonality

Understanding
of Rhythm

Peer Group .

Rating .

Self Rating

.

.20
,

.07

-;.02

.22

-.01

.20

.38

.53

.92

.72

..68 ,

.34

.28

-.21

.77

.16

.15

-.17

-.29

-.58

-.57

-.40

-,1.1
,

-_.47

.50

.55

.45

.25

;17

.09

.70

.5 6

* TAP - Tonal Aural Perception subtest
TRR - Tonal Reading Recognition subtest
RAP - Rhythmic Aural. Perception subtest
RRR Rhythmic Reading Recognition subtest
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Experimental School Data

In this section, the experimental schools are identified
by the letter 'X' followed by a numeral (x-1, X-2, ,X -8). This
numbering order was intentionally changed from that used to identify
individual teachett In Table Two, Therefore, Teacher 'A' vies not
necessarily the teacher in experimental school X-1, and so oh. It
should also be noted that the order of teachet selection, given in

.-thp Methods Section does not correspond to either of the orders
above. This means that coniparisons may not be made of specific
teachers, their scores on the rating scale, nor how their schools
improved. While this may cause some inconvenience to the reader,
it assures the anonymity bf the individuals involved.

Improvement in Melodic Ability. The scoring method
used for evaluation of-melodic. items of the Criterion Test was discussed
in detail in the Methods Section. It will be recalled that a score of 5
indicated that the response was perfect. A score of 1 was the lowest
possible score with 2,3, and 4 graduated between these extremes.
There were ten items in the_melody.part of the test., thus, a child who
achieved a score of 50 performed perfectly on all the items. It terms
of this test, he/she would,be classified an "In-tune" singer. A-child
who received a score of 40; or more correctly 35,1 -45, could be called
an insecure singer. In like, manner, a score of 30 (25.1-35) identifies
the out-of-tune singer, a score of 20 (15.1-25) the directional singer,
and 10 (5.1-15) the non-direotional singer and speaker,_Since zero
was given for no response, any child who received five points oriess
in this test could be termed a non-singer.

Using this as a guide, it may be seen in Table Six that,
as a group, the experimental children were directional singers at the
beginning of the project. (Group mean = 19.8, pretest) This"would
suggest that the hypothetical "average" child in this ;group possessed
no vocal accuracy but could hear melodic direction correctly. (Actutily
the scoring range on the pretest extended all the way from 1 to 50
with a standard deviation of 10.76 for the group} indicating a large
variation in the individual abilities of the children.) A 54% improvement
in melodic ability for the year resulted in a posttest Mean of 30.5.
Thus, at the end of the project this "average child was an out,ofiqune
singer, that is, he/she sang the correct melodic direction and reached
the correct pitch about a third of the While tills ,is a small
improvement, the fact that some accuracy was present indicates that
tonal hearing was beginning to be developed.
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TABLE SEC

EXPERIMENTAL CHILDREN
IMPROVEMENT IN MELODIC ABILITY

School
Criterion Test , Improvement

Pretest P,9sttest Gain % Gain.

X - 1 21,3 .36.5;. 15.2 71 %,

X - 8.0 11.3 3.3 41%

X - 3 24.9 36.4 11.5 46 %

- 4 16.2 28.2 13.0 86%

X -5 15.8 29.3 1.4,0 89 %

X - 6 1.7.1 26.7 9.6 56 %

X-.7 15,4 22.5 7.1 46 %

X a 29.9 41,1- 11,2 38 %

All Experimental 19.8 30.5 10.7 54 %
Children (SD) 10.76 11.30 8.2

Interpretation:

Classification Mean Range
.

# Schools Start & End

In-tune singer 50 45.1-50 0 0

Insecure singer 40 35.1-45 0 '3 4 3

Out-of-tune singer 30 25,1-35 1 3

Directional singer 20 15.1-25 6 1

Non-directional ' 10 5.1-15 1 I

ti
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On an individual basis, it.may be noted That one school,
X-8 began the year with a pretest average of 29,9, considerably
higher than the mean average for all schools.% Similarly, school X-2 .

began more than.a full standard deviation below the group mean. In
terms of the posttest, school X'8 was still a etzaidard.deviation
above the mean at the end of the year while X-2 was one and one-half "-
sigmas below the group average. The oilier six schools were grouped
closer to the mean in both pretest and.posttest seeing.

While the final average of school X-8 was the highest of
any school, the amount of gain shoWn by the students in this school
was only slightly better than the mean gain for-all experimental students.
The schools that improved the mast were schools X-1, X-'4, and X-5. ,
1n terms of pretest standing compared to gain scores, these same three
schools showed the highest percentage of gain. In summation then, it
may be concluded that schools X-1, X-4, and X-5 improved the most
during the year., in melodic ability but the children of school X-8, as a
group, 'possessed the greatest amount of this ability.

Ur vemsnt Ability. The scaing method
used for the rhythm test was similar to that employed with the melody
test. A score of 5 was assigned to those students rendering the giverr .

rhythm criterionLtem 'perfc tly while a score of 1 indicated on unrhythmic
responso4. As in the melody test, there were ten items in this test.
A child who achieved a score of 45.1 to 54 could be said to be secure
In his concept of rhythm. Those who scgred in the range 35.1 to 45 werP

secure but still were able to achieve a fairly high degree of rhythmic
accuracy. in like manner, a score 25.1 to 35 included those children
abo could achieve 5t? A. or less accurdcy and could be .termed rhythmically
unstable. A score of 15.1 to 25 included those children who could
respond with a rhythmical pattern but could not repeat any the one
being gesented. While, in a,sense, they were rhythmical, they, had not
yet begun to develop their rhythmic feeling. Finally, 5.1 to 15 was
the scoring range of children who were largely non-rhythmical in their
responses.

The mean scores for the rhythm test are displayed as
:ebie .even. As a group, tide experimental children began the year as
non-rhythmical performers. The mean score of 13.6 on the pretest
indicated that the "average" student could not hear a rhythm patter..
and repeat any of it nor could he/she respond with an original *tern
whieh t:(7uiti be called rhythmical. As in the case of the melody test,
the aetuel scoring range of these children extended from 2 to 49.

e, e
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TABLE SEVEN

EXPERIMENTAL CHILDREN
IMPROVEMENf iN nirnimic ABILITY.

School
Criterion Test Improvement

Pretest Posttest" Gain % Gain......,
.4

X- 1 , 14.1 .

X - 2 10.0

X - 3 7.'11:5

30.5

21.3

23.2

16.4

11.3

11.7

116%

113

102 %

X - 4 12-.3 24.2 7.8 64 %

X - 5 -......., 1:0.0 19.8 9.8 98 %

X - 6 12.8 18.8- 6.0 47 %

X - ) 14.E 18.4 3.8 26

X - 8 20.8 25.5 4.7 22 %

All Experimental 5: 13.6 22.3 64

Children - S.D. 7.5 11.1 9.4

.1.1041...-

Interprdtation:

Classification

Rhythmically Secure
Rhy, Insecure
fishy Unstable,
Rhy. Uncivelopt!ti
Non-rhythmical

Mean Range it 'Schools start & end

SO 45,1-50 0
40 35.1-45 0 i
30 .25.1-35 0

20 15,1-25
10 5,1-15 7

- 49
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When the posttest scores were tabulated, itdwas found
that the experimental children, as a group, had gained 8.7 points
on the criterion test and had a group mean of 22..3. Thus ,. the
hypothetical "average,..." student had learned to feel the beat of music
and could perform rhythnirea-lly, but as yet was unable to repeat
heard xhythm patterns.

As in the melody test, school X-8 scored the highest
on the pretest while, school X-2 again scored low along with school
X-5.. On the posttest, school Xe1 was by far the highegt but X-3
and X-8 also scored high. High gain scores were. also shown by
X-1, X-2, Aid X-3. These three schools also showed the largest
pe'ecentage of gain.

In surrenafY, 'it may be said that school X-1 was clearly
superior in rhythmic learning. Their mean in the posttest was the
highest of any,, they made the most gain and showed the largest
percentage of improvement., (116%) As in the case of the melody
test, all clidols showed some improvement in rhythm,

Improvement in Musicianship. Musice..eship in the
criterion test was determined by having each child sing a song of
his choice which he knew. He was Judged on his ability to carry
through the musical phrases, his ability to maintain pitch, ability
to maintain tonality, ability to maintain asteady beat, ability to
perform rhythms correctly, his overall singing quality, and the use of
expression. A score of 5 indicated a very musical performance, a
score of 4 was also a good performance but with slight errors. A score
of 3 :indicated a less musical performance with major sections of the
song done incorrectly. A 2 was assigned those who suffered a loss of
tonality, pitch, or rhythm, or to thoge who sang out-of-tune. A 1
rating was assigned those who tried bet made unmusical responses.

It will be hoted from the interpretation table in Table
Eight that at the beginning of the year half of the schools showed
mean ratings in the "unmusical" region. .1.1phe conclusion of the
year, however, all but one school had moved out of this region and
the largest number (3) scored in the "variable" region. An additional
two schools produced means in the "moderately musical" regiCn.
In these schools the "average" child could sing a song of his choice
with only slight errors.

The overall musicianship mean for the experimental
children was 1,6, a rather poor beginning. At the end of the year

-"es
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TABLE EIGHT

EXPERIMENTAL CHILDREN
IMPROVEMENT IN MUSICIANSHIP

Schools
Criterion

Pretest
Test
Posttest

improvement
Gain % Gain

X - 1 1.6 3.6 2.2 137 %

X--2 2.0 2.0 I 0%

- 3 1.3 2.3 1,0 76 %

X - 4 1.5 3.7 2.2 147 %

X 5 1.4 2.6 1.2 86 %

X 6 1;7 2.6 .9 53 %

X .L 71 .6 1.4 .8 133 %

X 2.8 3.2 .4 14 %

All Experimental X 1.6 ? 7 1.1 61 %

Children S.D. 1.4 1.4 1.1

Interpretation:

Classification Mean Range 4t Schools start & end

VerysMusical 5 4.6 -5 0 .0

Moderately Musical 4 3, 6-4.5 0

Variable / 3 2.6-3.5 1 3

Poor Musicianship 2 1.6 -2.5 3 2

Unmusical 1 .6 -1.5 4 1

1
S I -

0 0 1)=1 ri



the posttest mean score for all experimentalchildren was 2.7, a 61%.
gain.. While the final posttest mean is not particularly impressive,
improvement was considerable.

Probably the most notable feature of Table Eight is the
mean scores for School X-2. This school was: second from the
top in the .pretest made no gain at all. Individually, some of the
children in this school made slight improvements and some slight
regressions, but overall, the group stayed the same. Schools X-1
and X-4 produced the highest posttest means and also made the most
actual gain plus having the highest. percentage of gain. 'Quite clearly,
these two schools progressed, the most in musicianship. School X-:8,4
also had an impressive posttest mean but was much higher than the
others on the pretest, thus while their final ability was quite good,
they made little actual-progress. (14% gain) Similarly,, the children
of School X-7 made a, 133% improvement in musicianship but were
very low on the pretest, made only nominal actual gains and were
still lowest on the posttest.

Overall4mprovement. The composite ineari scores ,
representing overall improvement of the experimental Aildren, are
displayed as Table Nine. A composite score 'reoreseiits the total
amount of improvement in several areas. However, since melodic
ability and rhythmic ability, and to some extent musicianship ability,
are distinctly different, develop at differing rates, and are probably
derived from different musical aptitudes, the composite score has a
.tendericy.to "average out" any significant change in one area, unless
it occurs in n-the others. It will be noticed in Table Nine that there
are no startling changes from pretest to poittest. This is due to the
averaging effect of a comp'osite score.

As one would expect, School X-1 had the most actual
gain and the highest percentage of improvement. Sabol X-3 ,also
scored well on. the posttest but the gain of 24.0 amounted to only
64% improvement..' Almost the, same amount of gain-was shown by
the children in School X-5 bui'in this case, it amounted to n improve-
ment of 90%. School X-4 also made impressive gains whiaramounted
to 80% improvement. As before', School X-8 scored high on the pretest,
and was also high on the posttest, but improve only slightly.

Individual improvement-Experimental Children. Tables
Six through Nine displayed the mean improvement of each school
compared to the overall mean improvement for all experimental children.
It will be noted from all these tables that the variability of the children

ti
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TABLE NINE

EXPERIMENTAL CHILDREN`
IMPROVEMENT IN TOTAL MUSICAL ABILITY

Schools Criterion Test
Pretest Posttest

-Improvement

Gain %-Gain

X - 1 37.0 70.8 33,8 c' 91 %

X -.2 19.0 31.3 12.3 65 %

X - 3 , 744 37.7 61.7 24.0 64 %

X -4 29;0 52,1 23.1 80 %

X'- 5 27,2 51.7 24.5 90 %

X;'6 31.6 48.1 16.5 52 %

X 7 30.6 '42,3 11,7 38 %

X `53.5 69.8 16.3 30 %

Total for all schools combined

Compoite Test 34.8 ,55.4 20.6 -t9 %

Standard DeviA.tion 16-.4 19.7 14.4

f
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as shown by the magnitude of the standard deviations, was substantial.
Some chil5ren improved p lot, some remained unchanged from pretest to
posttest, while a few regressed. The numbers of children who improved,
remained-unchangedoand regressed are displayed as Table Ten.

In the case of the melodic test, about 80% of the children
showed significant imprsvement-. In the case of the rhythmic and
musicianship tests, slightly more than 60% of the children improved.
A child was, classified as improved only if his score increased by ten
percent or more.of the total possible points. For example, a gain of
more than 5 points was necessary, to be classified as improved on the
melodic and rhythmic tests. The same restriction was placed on the
classification of regression. If the child's score did not change up
or down by more than 5 points'on these 'tests, he was classified as
unchanged. Precision in testing children of this age is sometimes
difficult to attain and a gain or loss of ten percent often happens where
there is really no change at all. Even this margin for.teSt error is
probably a minimum which should be allowed.

In examining the individual improvement of the children
in relation to the school they were in, it was noted that all the children
in schOols X-1, X-4, and X-5 improved significantly. It may also be
recalled from tho data presented in Table Nine, that these same schools
produced the, highest percentage of gain on the composite test. As

might be expected, the three schools who produced the smallest percent-
age of gain as shown in Table Nine were the three schools in which
some of the children regressed. In spite of these few who regressed,
over half of the remaining children in these schools improved. Only
in school X-2 did more children remain in the unchanged category than
showed improvement.

In summary, it may be said that the experimental children
with a few exceptions, began the year with little musical ability. As

they progressed though the year, a large majority of them made some
improvement and in some cases startling gains. At the end of the year,
again with some exceptions, they possessed moderate musical ability.
The fact that so many improved and so few regressed speaks well for
the efforts of the teachers involved,

Control School Data

The two control schools included in this study are
designated 9§ C -1 .and C-2. A total of thirty -three children were
pretested an posttested. As in the case of the experimental schools,
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TABLE TEN

INDIVIDUAL IMPROVEMENT OF EXPERIMENT 4t CHILDREN

N = 76

4.

Criterion Ability
Progress *

Improved Unchanged Ressed

Melodic 60 13 3

Rhythmic 47 - 25 4
J tr

Musicianship 49 24 3

Composite Ability 59 14 3

Schools in which all children showed significant improvement:
X - 1, X - 4, X -.5

%Schools in which regressions occurred:
X -. X - 7, X-8

* A child was classified asUnchanged in ability if his total
improvement, or regression, amounted to 10% or less of the total
possible score for that part of the test.
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.a rather Itrge number of children who were pretested at the beginning
of the yell- were not attending the schools at the end of the year and
were, therefore, lost to the project as subjects. Every effort was
made to avoid alerting the coni.rol school leachers as to the intent of
the proj tot, bul to what degree this was successful is not known. It
is know that Ene of the control schools had no organized music
program wile the other had some singing sessions two or three times
weekly nder the directfon of one of the teacher. Under these
circums noes, it can be stated with reasonable assurance that any
improve ent in the control groups was natural and might be of the
magnitu e one 'ould expect from children attending schools with no
organize program of music instruction.

\. The pretest, posttest, gain score means and percentages
of gain for the melodic, rhythmic, musicianship, and composite tests'
are all displayed as Table Eleven. As with the experimental children,
there was much variation in individual abilities as suggested by the
large standard deviations for pretests and posttests in all ability areas.
The dispersion of gain scores around the mean was less than was the
cage with the experimental groups, as evidenced by the smaller
standard deviations. In.-melodic ability, School C-i made a 23% gain
while C-2 experienced/a 3% loss. In terms of final posttested
ability, the children/4.n School as a group, were beginning to
approach some mel4dic accuracy, whereas before they had been only
directional singers. The children of School C-2 made little actual
change, as a group, and were still out-of-tune singers with about one-
third accuracy in melodic perception.

In the rhythm test, the percentage of gain was larger for
the control children as a whole, but the amount of aain was not
impressive. The children in both control schools did not score well
on the rhythm test at the beginning of the year and only moderately well
on the posttest. Here, as in the melody test, gains were small,
indicating only a small improvement in the children's rhythm perception.

School C-2 was impressive in the musicianship test.
The children in this school scored well on the pretest and made a
substantial improvement. As a group, they sang very well on songs
they had been taught to sing during the year. The fact that many
elected to sing the same song in the same manner was indicative of the
fact that someone had spent some time with the children teaching them
songs.

The composite test'sdores reflected the "averaging"
effect of summing part scores, as it had with the experimental groups.
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TABLE ELEVEN

CONTROL CHILDREN
IMPROVEMENT IN ALL MUSICAL ABILITY AREAS

Ability
Criterion Test

Pretest Posttest
Improvement
Gain

Melodic Ability

214:
31.7

24.4
(12.7)

26.0
30.6

27.4
(12,1)

4.8
-1.1

3.0
s (5.6)

23%
-3%

12%

School C-1
School C-2

t Control Average
(Standard Dev.)

Rhythmic Ability

15.9 19.0 3;1 19%School C-1
School C-2 14.6 19.9 5.3 36%

ContrOl Average 15.5 19.0 4.5 29%
(Standard Dev.) (9.8) (10.3).. (8.1)

Musicianship Ability

School C-1 1.9 2.4 .5 26%
School C-2 3.3 404 1.1 33%

Control Average 2.3 3,0 .7 30%
(Standard Dev.) (1.6) (1.4) (.9)

Composite Musical Abfl'

School C-1 3940 47.4 8.4 22%
School C-2 54.9 11%

Control Average 42.8 49.7 7.4
(Standard Dev.) (19,5) (19.9) (9.9)



Gains were relatively small and percentageof gain was also minimal.
Overaft the control children made improvements ...)1 17% from pretest
to posttest.

Individual Improvement in ControllChildren. The numbers
of children who. showed improvemetit, loss, or were unchanged in
musical abilities are shown in Table Twelve. As was done with _

the experimental-children-, a child was classified as unchanged in
ability unless his total gain or loss amounted to more than ten,per
cent of the total possible score for that part of the test. The melodic
and rhythmic tests, as noted previously, were tests which required
some perceptive ability onthe part of the children.. The abilitytto aurally
perceive melodic or rhytlunic patterns was relatively undeveloped in
these children which probably accounts for the fact that substantially
less than one-half, of the children made gains in these tests. In contrast
almost two-thirds of the control children made significant gains in
musicianship attesting to their ability to sing songs they had .heard
or sung repeatedly.

In overall ability, a.s shown by the composite tests,
about one-half of the children improved and only two regressed.
Apparently those Who regressed in melodic abilities were not the
seine individuals who regressed in rhythm which accounts for the fact
that fewer regressed on the composite test.

Experimental and Control Group Comparisons

One of the primary objectives of this study was to see if
untrained teachers could produce significant improvements in Heildstart
School children.. This has occurred in thiS study, as has been shown
by the data from the experimental schools. The next problem of interest.
is to examine the data to determine whether the teachers,briefly trained
in the workshop and supplied with equipment and lesson plans, could
induce more improvement in their children than would have happened
normally. In orderlo determine what Is "normal" development, two
control Schools wete included in the study. The data for the children
in those schools iias reported in the previous section. If one assumes
that the children in the'control schools developed as much as a typical
child without substantial outside help, then we can reasonably assume
that any improvement over and beyond that of the control schools,
observed in the experimental children, was due to some other factors,
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TABLE TWELVE

INDIVIDUAL IMPROVEMENT OF CONTROL CHILDREN

N 33

Criterion Ability
Progress**. t

.Improved 'Unchanged, Regressed

Melodic 14 13 6

Rhythmic 11 19 3

Musicianship 20 10 3.

Composite Ability. 16 15 2

Both control schools contained children who regressed in all areas.

k A child was classified as unchanged in ability if his total
improvement, or regression, amounted to 10% or less Of the total
possible score for that part of the test,
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TABLE THIRTEEN

COMPARISONS OF IMPROVEMENT AND FINAL MUSICAL
ABILITY FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL SCHOOLS

ability Experimental Control Difference

Melodic Ability (Possible score = 50)

Fine). Ability (posttest) 30,5 27,4 3,1
Amount ImproVed 10.7 3,0 7,3
% Improved 54 % 12 % 42 %

Rhythmic Ability (possible score = 50)

Final-Ability (posttest) 22.3 19,0 3.3
Amount In roved 8.7 4,5 4,2
% Improved 64 % 29 % 35 %

` Musicianship Ability (possible score = 5)

Final Ability (posttest) .7 3.0 -.3
Amount improved 1.1 .7 .4
% Improved 61 % 306 31%

Composite Musical Awlia (possible score = 105)

Final Ability (posttest) 55.4 49,7 5.7
Amount Improved 20.6 7.4 13,2
% Improved 59 % 17 % 42 %

AU differences (with one enception marked with a minus sign)
are in favor of the experimental group,
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There were three methods for determining student progress
used in this Project; (1) their final ability at the termination of the
teaching -period, (2)_the amount of Improvement they were able to make
on-the criterion test, and (I) the percentage of improvement, or, the
amount of improvement in relation to what they were able to do before
the .project started. The comparative progress of the experimental.
and control groups, determined by all .three methods; is displayed as
TableThirteen.

As may be seen, the experimental children, as a group,
ware somewhat superior to the control group in melodic ability and in
rhythmic ability, in the area of musicianship,. the difference was of
about the some magnitude, but in Jailor of the control group. The
composite score being simply a total of the first three, was heavily
in favor of the experimental,Vroup,

7104

The interpretation of these final posttest scores should
be accomplished in the light of the objectives of the experimental
program. ,First of all, the primary emphasis was directed toward the
development of perception in the children. Much time and effort
were devoted to teaching the children to hear and feel melodic and
rhythmic elements and then to physically employ these in song
materials. This type of approach has several advantages, It
provides a program which is relatively culture-free in that the influence
of specific ethnic backgrounds is reduced to the minimal. In aMition,
the emphasis on musical concepts, as opposed to ;neaningless rep/Mien --
of 'favorite' songs, enables the student to better appreciate and meet
the challenge of new song materials which,in turn, enhances his
subsequent musical development.

This perhaps explains why the experimental schools did
not exceed the control group in final overall musicianship ability, It
_hould alto be recalled from Table Eleven, that one of the control
schools had an unusually large number of children who could sing a
favorite song very well. This also tended to inflate the musicianship
score of the control group as a whole, In overall final musical ability
as poattested, It may be said that the experimental group was superior
to the control group, although the difference was not large.

In considering the amount el _improvement, the eAperimental
'group was substantially superior to the control group. They made
from iwo to three timzs the improvement of the control children in all
areas, which atteets fo the effectiveness of the teach' lg program,



In relation to where they.were to begin with, the
difference 'is even more impressive. The experimental, children
tested loser than the control group at the beginning of the project
end higher at the end, to almost every area. Their percentage of
Improvement ranged from 54% to 64% compared to the -12% to 10% !

observed in the control group. The overall improvenient 01,59% foi
the expeilmental greip compared to 17% for.the control group reaffirms
the inference regarding the effectivenees of the experimental teaching
program.

While the,data tpl'ere overwhetniingly in favor of the
experimental ther6 were wide differences in individual school
achievement.., If one assumes, as in previous sectroviso that no real
difference in test score exists unleis it exceeds 10% of the possible
score, then a s lightly different picture emrges.

It was`on this basis tha ble.fourteerkwas constructed.
The information in this table was deri d frornthat presented_previously
in Tables Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, ax3 Eleven. ..11 a statistic for an
experimental school_ was above the mean of the control.groliP.'by more
than 10% it was placed in the superior colturin, if below by more than
10e_ in the thietior column. If the. difference was Ids% than lb%
either directioo, the icore was adjudged the same as the control
groispf As ..$11(evn, to the ml_ jority of instances, the experimental
'schools were- superior to, or the same as, the cOnvol 000. -lhif.1
table etc.() clearly shows that In some el the experimental schools
much progreas was being made while in others no more progress wet
shown than occurred in the control schoole. While this is to be expected
ire .s ..,tidy of this type, the consistency with which some schools exceedesl
tie.. control Medle:, would indicate a difference in the teachers thernses..

ler C. Ica mple , School X-1 was suPeriot in all areas. Schools -
x-3, ,-)nd X-5 here superior in over half of the areas,displayed in
Table Fourteen, School X-6 was the same as the control group in six
erects and superior in six, while Schools X'2, X-7, and X-8 were they
same or below the control' level in one -hill or mete of the areas.
Theo differences in school achievement could, of, course, be due e
CaffeNSICOS !,i) the children themselves. Racially and environr,ertjallY,
there -±e4 rse difference in the children in.the eight experirnenial schools
and the two control schools, with one exception; School X-2 contained
a higher prepertion a Mexican children than the' other schools. OCner.vise
them W(Pfc'' nr outware differc.nceez.
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TABLE FOURTEEN

RELATIVE ACHEVEENT OF*INDWIDUAL EXPERI1v1ENTAL
SCHOOLS C.:WAPARED TO 11-E. CONTROL GROUP

Relationship to the Control Gioup
...Ability Area L-derior Superior

F421%-xlic: Final ability

Irnixoveraent

Isngvved

"2, 7 4, 5, 6 1, 3: 8

1, 3, 4,
8

1, 2, 3,,
6, 7, 8

5,

4,

$

6,

5,

104., ..... A a% va, AAA* .1-1,111.111

Rhythm: 2,33,4,5, 1,8
5,7

imprk-At*.mzent 4. 6. 7, 8 .2, 3, 5

ishOoved ,7,8 1, 2,3, 4, 5,
ef-- 6

se me Re. a, a Na A. ").

3ictan- -1). 6, 8 1, 4
"ship: 1./

In=prcAct7:c-Tit .3, 5 6 1, 4
7,

irnf.,ravet 4, 5, 6,
7

_ _ . ..... . .....
CigtipOSIte: 4, 5, 3, 8

litiacverrient 2,7 i, 3, 4,

,1 Lt.pi-Orel-1i

6, 8
is

i 8
eacttit exp4.3sirrientat

A a CS,01 .., Sup Tic w the control group if thetr
mop twin of the as scree ab-ve the cona.b1

10: 4r:=11, if gels mean lo.s%72 atkwe tielow the
42;11 , c3aLi infetia U iszeir mean vbis rncle than 10% below

thsi: i;onaol group.
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Teacher Improvement on ITML. In an effort to determine
if there were outstanding teacher qualities in exiestance which might
have influenced the amounrof improveinent shown by the children,
currelations weje calculated between the teacher.qualitles displayed
In Tables ormand Tvio and the progrese shown by the experimental
children, displayed In Tables Six, Seven, Eight, all Nine. The
resulting coefficients of correlation are shown in Table fifteen,

. Of interest is the fact that the degree of teacher
4

improvement on the ITML, between the pre-training aril posttraining
administrations, related highly with improvement in the children'. For
example, overall improvement In the children correlated .79 with the
overall improvement on the ITML shown by the teachers, Similarly,
teacher imivovernenr. in ITML Tonal Au.ral Perception, Rhythm Aural
Peiceptteri, and Rhythm Reading all correlated highly with Improvement
in the children. It will be recalled that little change occurred in the
teachers' standings on the ITML Tonal Reading between the pre and post
administrations, therefore one would not'expect a high correlation for
this test. Even though teacher improvement was negligible on this
test, this small improvement still correlated .20 With children's gains,
When these coefficients are compared to those found for teachers
final ITML test scores fan indication of their knowledge of the subject
of music literacy) and improvernont in the children, it may be seen that
in this project, teacher improvement was a far more itnportant.factor
than Was actual musical knovflOge,

e

These data give rise to some interesting conjecture, namely,
what factors contributed to teacher improvement on MAI.? Apparently
these same factors aie associated with Improvement in the children,
pesubty it was intelligence, Perhaps. the brighter teachers learned
more during the three-day workshop and were able to pass this know-
-ledge on to their students, even though they did not acttal possess
ae much total knowledge about the eobject as some of the 'other teachers.

rtesetbly the answer lies in per::onality factors such ass, industrioue-
ne, determination, or aggresiveness which made them try harder to
unprneve Beth themselves and their children.

Ts

it is, fat course, itrypossible to prove or crisprctve these.
3 LI rnf. re._, with the data in Table Fifteen, it is of more than passing
interest howieeer, , treit the teachers who inifroveti' the most en ITML
(and whcie cplidren Itt.pavild the most) were all in Group 2, tr.: the
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TABU.; riryEEN

CORRELATIONS OF SELECTED TEACHER QUALITIES
WITH GROUP livIPP,OVEMENT IN EXPERIMENTAL CHILDREN

p

Teacher Quality Lapt rovement in Children *
Musicianship, CompositeMelodic Rhythmic

Workshop
.31
-.27
.29

- .12

.44

.51

.70

.67
,

.56

.38
* .48
* .20

allimg:
Songflute Ability .63*
Singing Ability 138
Syllable Knowledge .49
Lesson Demonstration '.47
Understanding Tonality .38 .02 .51 .21
Understanding Rhythm -.02 - .25 -.14

..,
...-A..;-2 '

. _,..

129siGraipftatli .52 .15 .52 .40

Self Esteem: .12 .47 -.0a

ITML Scores: (2nd test)
ITML Tenet Tests
Aural,. Perce pti on .22 -.61 .25 -.24
Reading Recognition .59* .48 ..46 .66
ITML Rhythm Tests
Aural Perception .11 .59 -.45 .43
Reading Recognition .32 .35 .34' .42 A

ITML 4 test Total ,49 - .35 .22 .52

Improvement on ITML
Tonal Aural Perception .54 .43 .31 .61
Tonal Reading Recog28 .10 .08 4,20
Rhythm Aural Perception.56 .70 * .17 .79 *
Rhythm Reading Recog, .18 .69 .19 .57
ITML 4 Test Total .50 .77 * .23 .79

° indicates two highest coefficients for each aspect o chlkiron's
improvement.
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discushion on teacher attitude presented earlier in this section. These
were the teacher:, who thought thoy cpuld do a good job if they could
just master the materials. They were also the _middle scorers on the
ITML test. Apparently?, determination to do the Job accounts for far
more than mere knowledge of the subject matter.

Specific Teacher' Abilities. Coefficients also indicated
that Tonal Reading and Sorigflute Ability showed the highest relationship
to melodic improvement in the. children. (Table IS) From this, one
may infer that the,,ability of the teacher )o read melodically is
important to the development of melodic perception in the children.
Also highly related to the children's melodic improvement Was the
teachers' knowledge of syllables and their ability to present music
lehsons to the class. 4 Finally, the development of .aural listening
skills on the part of the teacher are important to the improvement of
the children as indicated by the r=.54 for teacher improvement in
tonal Surat perception and r?..56 for teacher improvement in rhythm
aural perception.

Factors that related well to student improvement in
rhythm were, teacher improvement in aural rhythm perception, r=.70,
and Tythm reading,,,r=.69rand, teacher finer ability. in rhythm aural
perception, r=.59, all measured by ITML. The negative r = -.25 for
the Nork.shop rating given the teachers fol their understanding of rhythm
was either invalid at the time it was assigned, or the teachers improved
after they left the workshop. Due to the fact that this rating correlated
negatively with ITML rhythm scores (Table 5) it is likely that factors
other than pure rhythm understanding influenced the rating. An obvious
inference from these particular data is that a teacher must, be able to
hear rhythms before she can teach them.

The most improvement inThhildren/s ,musicianship (ability
to perform .whole songs of their choice) was apparently brought about
by teachers who rated well in singing, r=.5 I; knowledge of tonal

.syllables, r =en); ability to present lessons, r = .67; and those who
had a 'good understanding of tonality, r =.5 I. Also important to
this aspect of child development 'was the teachers' ability to read
.tmelodic notation. (MIL Tonal Reading r =.46, & songflute playing

of

Leery investigation must have a research design.
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design of this project specified a three-day training workshop followed
by intermittent visits by the project director. The primary objective
of the project was to see if the typical Headstart teacher could sustain
a music program on her own, with a minimum of assistance. This
design was adhered to continuously throughout the project.

Post-project conferences with some of the be
-revealed that ail felt much more improvement would have place

in the children had there been provision in the design for bi-weekly
meetings between the group of teachers and the project director for
the purpose of reviewing song materials and techniques to be used in
subsequent lessons. Most felt that their own ability was so minimal
that a periodic refresher meeting of 1-2 hours would have been helpful
to them as well as beneficial to the children.

The lesson plans appeared to work extremely well. Most
of the teachers taught about half the number included in the manual.
The pace of the lessons and the difficulty of the materials seemed to
coincide with the development in the children. The recordings and
musical equipment used in the project also was adjudged as satisfactory
by the teachers.

The system of loan recordings in which a quantity of
records were passed from school to.school did not work well due to
several factors. Two sets of re ords were somehow lost inethe mails.
Some' of the teachers wanted to k ep some records longer than others
which causeel;considerable delay and inconvenience to other teachers.
Mailing the records between the chools took longer than had been
anticipated in the original project esign, which also caused more
delays. In subsequent projects of this type, a larger quantity of
recordings should be available to offset the effect of the delays in
"turn-around" time for the transfer of materials.

Musical Development in Children

For several decades there has been animated debate
among sc.dme music educators concerning the nature of musical aptitude
and its subsequent development. One school of thought holds that
musical aptitude is one entity which cannot, or should not, be
separated. An Individual either is or is not musical and will develop
according to the amount of 'aptitude ho possesses, The other school
of thought considers musical aptitude as a composite collection of
specific aptitudes which develop at different rates. This school
claims that each aptitude must be determined and teaching directed

(.)7
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toward the strengths and weaknesses of each. Whether musical
aptitude consists of inseparable attributes, or is a collection of
unique abilities was not a problem for investigation fn this study.
The data from the project, however, tends to support the latter position.

Overall Musical Development. Table Sixteen displays
the intercorrelation coefficients for children's improvement in melody,
rhythm, and musicianship, as measured by the criterion test. It T-,y
be observed that rhythmTc-development correlates rather low with
melodic development. (r = .31) Apparently, these two abilities did
not develop simultaneously, but rather at different rates, in individual
children. If this is true of children in general, the theory that musical
aptitude is a collection of separate and unique abilitie's is plausible.
Additional support for this view may be seen in the high relationship
of melodic development and musicianship (singing familiar songs).
(r = .62) That melodic perception and the ability to sing familiar
songs should develop at a more or less commensurate rate is expected.
The almost complete lack of relationship between musicianship and
rhythmic improvement however, (r e .02) indicates that these abilities
develop independently of one another.

If, as these data suggest, melody and rhythm are unique
abilities whose separate development occurs at differing rates and
times in individuals, care should be taken to assure that both aspects
of musical development are taught in the music classroom. While
rhythm and melody development may be dependent upon different
aptitudes, both are important to overall musical progress.

Melodic Develepn'ient. Criterion Test One contained ten
items each consisting of three pitches. Each item was unique in that
a different combination of mode, progression, and melodic direction
we used in its _onstxuction. in an effort to determine which melodic
charactertsticb were more easily learned, all items which were performed
with no errors, and therefore received a score of 5, were tabulated. The
characteristics of each item, the number of children who performed it
correctly on the pretest, 'the number who performed it correctly on the
posttest, and the increase in number between the pre and posttest
for each item are shown in Table Seventeen,

Of the ib children in the experimental group, the largest
number (31) sang item number 2 correctly, the descending major scale.
Two items e.ere performed Correctly by only eleven students; numl:er
which contained an ascending minor sixth interval; and number 8, an
ascending chordskip melody. it is also interesting to note that the
number of children who performed an item correctly on the posttest
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TABLE SIXTEEN

INTERCORRELATIONS OF IMPROVEMENT IN SPECIFIC MUSIC ABILITIES
FOR EXPERIMENTAL CHILDREN

Improvement iSitssii Rhythm tvlus`shp Total Imp.

- Melody

Rhythm

Musicianship

Total Improvement

INIF

,31

.62

.80

.31.

.02

.81

.62

.02

.43

.80

.81

.43

OOP

TABLE SEVENTEEN

Yet

MELODY TLS 1'ItM CHARACTERISTICS AND EASE OF PERFORMANCE

Item Characoristics I Ease of Performance*
No. ULLil 4.1)1Jar. Ueda erp.xta§= Pre Post Increase

KOR

I Ascend trig
2 Descending
3 Ascending
4 Descending
S Changing
6 Ascending
7 Descend ing

Ascend ing
9 Descending

Changing

Minor
Major
Major
Major
Major
Major
Minor
Minor
Minor
MO-min

Sca lew ise
Sca lewi se
Chord skip
Chord skip
Chord skip
Scalewise
Scalewise
Chord skip
Chord skip
Chord skip

20 13

13 3/ 18
3 13 10
3 24 21
5 11 6

13 23 10

9 25 16
5 11

6 20 14

7 28 21

Of t 1111,1m-A csich item correct!? on proles
teat, mind Ricci:fuse in number bt-!tween pre and posttest.
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and the increase in the number of children performing the item were
(Amorally comparable. l'or example, item 2 was performed by the
eargeat number of children on the posttest and was third in increase.
Item I was sixth in the number performing it correctly on the posttest
and sixth in increase. Item 10 was second. on the posttest and
second in the increase column, Items 5 and 8, were performed by the
fewe'st number of children on the posttest and had the smallest increase
in the number of correct performances.

If items 5 and 10 (the two that employed a changing
melodic direction) are disregarded, the eight remaining may be
ClaSsified into sox equal groups according to one Of three characteristics,
melodic direction, mode, and progression. Four Items have melodic
direction which ascends, four descend, four are in the major mode,
fpur are minor, four proceed in a scalewise progression while four
skip along chord tones. By counting the number of correctly performed
items, and adding them by characteristics the following tabulations
result:

Characteristic Items Correct Performances

Ascending 1 3 - 6 - 8 69
Descending 2 - 4 - 7 - 9 100
Minor mode 1 - 7 - 8 - 9 76
Major mode 2 - 3 - 4 - 6 91
Scalewise progression 1 - 2 - 6 - 7 99
Chord skip progression 3 - 4 - 8 - 9 68

From these data, it appears that melodies which produce the greate:A
tonal accuracy are characterized by descending melodic direction,
major ramie, and scalewise progression, Minor melodies that ascend
by chord tone skipping appear to be the racist difficult to perform with
accuracy. if these tabulations are indicative of preschool children
in general, then songs such as "Twinkle twinkle little star" or "Hot
Cross Buns", a type which contain a large proportion of descending
scalewise progressions are learned and sung with the greatest ease
and accuracy. in like manner, songs such as "tunny Puppy" or
"I'm a little tcepor contain musical.cheracteristics which are more
difficult to perform witl?'acturacy. See Figure 8.

in order to determine which characteristics in combination
semee to provide the greatest accuracy, the items were recounted
acc .ling to all possible combinations of paired characteristics.

a
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The following information resulted:

Paired Characteristics items Number of children
gingijaitenLEoraosix

Descending + Scalewise 2 & 7 56
Descending + Major 2 & 4 55
Major + Scalewise 2 & 6 54

Minor + Scalewise 1 & 7 45
Descending + Minor 7 4 9 45
Descending + Chordskip 4 & 9 44
Ascending + Scalewise 1 & 6 43

Chordskip + Changing Dir. S & 10 39
Major + Chorkiskip 3 & 4 37
Ascending + Major 3 & 6 36

Minor + Cherdskip 8 & 9 31
Ascending + Minor 1 & 8 31

Ascending + Chordskip 3 & 8 24

.om these tabulations, it is possible classify paired characteristics
into five general groups of progressive difficulty, The easiest to
sing (sung correctly by the largest numbei of children) were the first
group; Descending-Scale, Descending-majcr, and Major-scale. A
typical song, used in this project, which contains these characteristics
was:

:rist:Ruirre

This selactioi. contains four measures of descending-major-sea lowise
motion and four measures of ron-moving repeated tones. This song,
according to the data above, slhould be one of the easiest possible
songs frx children to sing.
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The second group of paired characteristics was performed
accurately by fewer children. This group included: minor scale,
descending minor, descending chordsktp, and ascending scale. A

song used In this project which illustrates these qualities was:

Bakerman

A third group'of characteristics, somewhat more difficult
than the preceding comprised: chord-skip, changing direction, major
chordskip, and ascending major progressions. A song using these
characteristics which was employed in this project was the well
known Paw Paw Patch, The fourth and fifth groups contained those
characteristics sung correctly by the smallest number of children
and were apparently the most difficult to perform. These character-
mitts are illustrated in the song Fuslixi, illustrated earlier.

Patio Childrerdn s for Melodic Difficulty. From
the preceding information, it is possible to devise a five point

rating scale which could be used as an aid in determining .theinelodic
difficulty of songs. In analyzing specific selections, measures
which contained mostly melodic characteristics from the easiest group,
as 'presented in the preceding section, would be assigned a rating of
me.. Those In the second group d two, and so on up' to Ihelnost
difficult group which would be r ted five. Measures which contained
no melodic movement, would be assigned a zero.

1i tai .system of rating is applied to the four songs
illustrated In I igore 8, the following composite difficulty ratings
reoul t,

of (:(0:i5 Buns
20

I'm a link teapot --- 16

runny puppy r 16

These tatiop C(A.41.:e, not (:,nly reflect the difficulty of the rneko;c
charactosiaric.. but are heavily influenced by the length of the song.
A tongerieng a!: Twinkle,rwinkle containing 12 measures, is
rated tnr.,,se dinicuity than a :shorter song such as Funny puppy. (8 med.,.
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To correct for the length of the song, the ratings may be divided.by
the number of measures in the song. The resulting figures would
then be a reasonable approximation of the difficulty of the song for
preschool use. If this computation is accomplished, the four songs
would be rated as follows:

Hot Cross Buns' e 1,25
Tevink le, twinkle 1.58
I'm a little 19apot. = 2.e0
Funny Puppy 2.00

The value of this type of rating system is not for rejecting ongs,
although this might be desirable In some instances, but racer for,
determining in what order the songs should be introduced ito the
children. Since voice quality and melodic accuracy are( important
to the developing young singer, the easiest songs should be used
first. In this manner, correct concepts of pitch- areLe6und could
be established from the beginning and a lot of voice ytrain and outer
of-tune singing might be avoided.

The preceding discussion of song assessment takes Into
dc.c ou.n t only melodic progression;mode I and direction. A factce
which has a large influence on the difficulty of any song is the level
at which it is pitched and the relationship of this pitch level to the
range of the voices that will be performing it.

The Child Voice Renee. Part 4 of the criterion test was
Jesigned to measure the accurate singing range of the children. Mast
children possess a wide range of vocal pitches which they-are capable
of producing, The range Within which accurate singing takes place,
however, Is much more restricted. Since the development of melodic
perception and the accurate reproduction of musical pitch occur
simultaneously, it is important that songs used with preschool children
conform to the limitations of the child voice.

The total pitch range included in Part 4 of the criterion
teat extended tam low C to high C-flat.

As ereete t t7 <ti i...0.3.; t.ed fev. children could sew/duce all of these pttche5.
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Several others could reproduce none of the pitches with accuracy. To
learn how accurate singing develops -in the young child, the data were
classified into four-groups, as follows:

Group 1, the data far the children who could sing one,
two, or three pitches accurately.

Group Z. the data.for those who could Bing 4 to 6 pitches
accurately.

Group 3. the data for those who could sing 7 to 9 pitches
accurately.

Group 4. the data for those who could sing ten or more
pitches accurately.

Figure 9 shows the number or times each pitch was reproduced by
children who could ping only one, two, or three pitches ticcurately..
The majority of these children could sing some of the pitches in the
B-flat to F range. Since most of the children could sing only_one cc
two pitches, the graph actually indicates the pitch centers where,
accuracy begins to develop. The primary centers where thie.cccurs
appear to be I) and F. Apparently this is the pitch aree. whale most
beginning singers first attain vocal accuracy. A less- numerous
group develops at a lower level as indicated by the number who could
sing S -flat and low G. Previous studies, cited in the introductory

of this report-; shown that Negro children, especially,
Just achieve vocal accuracy at these lower pitch levels.

Figure 10 shows the pitches reeeoduceti by children who
could accurately sing from four to six different pitches. At this
stage of development, the majority can sing in the range of A up to r.
This range is quite similar to the range cited. for the previous group
of children. Apparently, as the voice develops, cjre&ter accuracy
is attained while the total overall range. remains about the same. It
is perhaps significant that the only increase in range, at ;sts ,tage,
was downward. A substantial number of Children in this sego:;. could
sing by A. Some development 61w:5;ot:cared in the upper part of the
range on the pitches G, A, and B -flat, but the majority. of these
children were unable to sing these pitches.

Figure 11 shows the number of times each pitch Wee
reproduced by children who could sing from seven to nine different
pitches. As shown, the most accuracy is still within the A to F
range buersany children ore beginntno to sing the G, A, B-flat pitches,
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It is interesting to note tha\t more children were able to sing B-flat
in the upper range than 1.verki able to sing G or A below, This .is
due to the °Ceuta:no of the `"voice break ", a loss of control common
to young children, which aithost always happens around the pitch A.
This phenomenon has been noted before by various ropearchers. A
few children are also beginning to be able using the high pitches, C,

and E-flat. These are exceptions, however, and the majority of
this 14r,?up.of children do not.sing this high. it should also be rioted
tkift the \vocal quality at these pitch levels was quite pea. 1Nhi le
few children seem to be able to hear and reproduce ,these tones, their
voices are not ready to be used,for singing in this range, and should
not be soesnployed, 3

Figure 12 ilii.rstr.ates the capabilities of those children
who could accurately sing ten or more pitches from criterion test 4.
At thie stage of development, most of the children sing frorn'low A
up tc thud line Sri lat. Some can sing higher (C,D, & E-flat). end
some tan sing lower to low G below the treble staff) but as with
the previous gIoup, many of these children must strain to reach these
tones resulting In poor singing'lluality. Again it is recommended
that these pitches be reserved for use at subsequent stages of
development.

Ise 5uneaary, it may he seen that the development of
vocal 'accuracy begin a in the 8-flat to F range.

3 - 0
riv.1 chid at cit.st sings from one to three pitche.s_fTr,rtrafW range.
Most sing.nedr the pitches ID or F. As further development occurs,
the lower pitches are sung by more children and many, sing on down
t5.., low A. rpsui-ung in a range of A to F.

True next stage of development occurs in the upper range. Many
childrff4 no-44 sing up o 9-flat and many are beginning to experience
difficulty with loss of control in the voice break area. Still, the
majority do their &Is! singing in the range A. to F, as before. Finally,
the moat advanced stage found with the children in this project shows
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a solid range of low A to 9' -flat. Higher and lower pitches are being
sung by several children in this stage, but the basic range of a ninth
seems best for the mall:city. It should be emphasized that only 255 :
of the children tested at the end of the teaching year were in this
classification.

These data indicate quite clearly the type of song
material which should be used for preschool children. For those in
the first stage of development, "Hop Old Squirrel" or "Hot Cross Buns"
both of which contain only three adjacent tones, should be used.
These should be presented at a pitch level centered on D. Unfcctur.ately.
fqw three note songs exist and the teacher may have to make up some
original threetone tunes for use with these children.

For children in the second stage of development, songs such
as "Come on and Join into the Game" e "Jim Along Josle" which
contain'five or six notes should be used. These should be kept withir.
the A to F range. 'For the third stage, songs such as "Funny Puppy"
which are mostly in the lower range with occasional higher pitches
are suitable, As Gordon states, j songs which require the child
to singe, through the voice break should be est-folded. Melodies
which leap over the voice break, cc descend down through it ni a
soalewise progressiun are most suitable for this stage. When
children refich tne fourth stage of development, songs 'which encompass
an octave or a ninth are possible.

Rhttuntc Developments Traditionally, music teachers in
the United States have taught duple meter first and presented triple
meter later, or not at all. The validity of this practice has been
questioned by some music educators who hold that the natural rhythm
of chilpren's playground chants is triple and therefore triple meter is

'of at least equal importance as duple. The opposing school of the
holds that most of the English language 15 duple sounding, thus this
meter should be emphasized.

Part two of the criteric,n 'est contained ten rhythm items,
4,1ve duple and five triple. As with the melodic analysis, all pretests
and ve.:t. tests were examined and all perfect performances of each item
were tabulated. The results of thi;3 tabulation are displayed in Table
Fighttf.n. shown, both the experimental' and control groups on the
pretests and posttt:its, rerformed more duple itoms correctly than they

While tr,is seems to iridiceke tkit,dePte meter may be mtre
natural, or uasOer to learn, the daferorices were not so great that it
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TABLE EIGHTEEN

FREQUENCI: WITH WHICH DUPLE AND TRIPLE RHYTHMS
WERE, PERFORMED BY EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL CHILDREN

Pretest PosttQ9L

Experiment a!
Duple Grotp 22

Rhythms
Contxo
Group 14 37

Experimental
Triple Group 17

Rhythms
Convol
Group 12 14

F

s



might to possible that both may be learned with equal facility. The
rhythm items, in order of ease of performance were as follows:

fit1-411 20 ail-pk 19

_00.,0a. 20 -4J-41U- 13

-.2 14

.4:111 44111114

7, 13

yf 8

The duple ptrerrei most ftequently performed correctly
those ti tat contained beau. entirely subdivided by the same kind

of pattern, tea example ( and n ) Those with unequal
sutdrttort f t , ff7 x were cc erectly performed less
frequent y.

tn usual result may be seen In the triple patterns. What
was suppozeed to be one of ti10-111C4e difilcutt trip'4e patterns was
correctly pericvmed mare chi than ,any of the others', i frT1 1. )

Furthermore, what was considered to be the easiest triple pattern
(11 rn ) was only performed correctly be three children on the posttest.

Kirhap:; %.,tre unesuril circumstance cennectod with the to4Ling procedure
causc41 U is ttappe.ning or perhaps a more varied Pattern is more easily
heard and per ginned by children.

4
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions:

There were two primary objectives of this study. The
first, as stated in the intrixiuotion, was to discover if a typical
Headwall teacher could he trained in a limited amount of time to
conduct a remedial preschool music program for disadvantaged
children.

The results reported in the preceding section suggest
the conclusion that a teacher of this type, even cre possessing a
limited knowledge and ability in the field of music and music
pedagogy, can be trained sufficiently Ln a brief period of time to
successfully conduct a meaningful music program for her students.

The amount of training given the teachers in this project
consisted of only three days of intense work. They were provided
with the proper equipment to complete e task, they wore given a
detailed curriculum guide to follow, nd sy were shown how tr., use
these materials. In short, a stir= eta ogram was provided which
required only that they learn the process of teaching in order to
teach effectively.

The three day span was barely auttleient in some cases.
those individuals who achieved the most secceae In their teaching
were the ones who appeared to be the most determined, energetic, and
seemed to be willing to take the initiative. Those who had loss
success seemed to lack these qualities. A longer training perIOCI
perhaps five days would have possibly increased the margin of
.iuccess for all {cachets, especially those who were less competent
or who had insufficient confidence in their own abilities.

The second MOGI' objective was to discover U the
progress shown by the children taught in the experimental program
was significantly superior to the progress of similar children to
identical situations where such a program was not offered.

Again, the results presented in the previous section
indicated that from two to three Limos more improvement was achieved
by the children taught in the experimental program than was atuituted

- 86 -



by the.children in the control groups. Thus, not only did the
experimental teachers successfully conduct a music program, but
the progress shown by their children was markedly superior to
that of children who did not experience the program.

The major crencluSion of this study, thprefore, is that
a teacher who is relativelyzuntrained, and who Is basically without .
music ability, can be taught how to initiate and sustain an effective
program of remedial music at the .preschool level. Children taught
.under such a program improve much more than would otherwise occur
these it appears that such an effort Is well worthwhile from the
standpoint of the children themselves. Furthermore, this typo of
program is economically feasible and, viewed in the phyilcalelogiseical
'MUM, Is an extremely practical and effizacious solution to the
problem of music and the disadvantaged child.

Recommenclauons:

The four studies in this series, of which the present one
Is the most recent, have shown that a need for imprOvement definitely
exists in disadvantaged children. it has also been proven that perhaps
the greatest benefit can result from a remedial program at th-4 preschool
level. The. presence's- themselves already exist in the form of hundreds
of operaticesaljleadstart school. And, as the current study indicates.
a r'seilehelp' program can enable teachers oidinarlly employed In
typical ileadstart schools to do a credible job. The next logical step.
which is the sole re.commendetion of this investigator, is that a
per, iarient training center be established which will train Heatietart
and other preschool personnel to teach music to the children in their
charge in.an effective manner. The importance of this next necess
step need not be reiterated at this point. It suffices to say thatehe
neglect of such la large segment of our population, represented by the
disadvantaged, is .orsething which we, as a nation, cannot afford.

The establishment of an early childhood musical
training center for teachers would develop the abilities of thousaei
of children, would provide them with an opportunity to achieve
success which they might not otherwise enjoy. and .woeld assist thee
in becoming aware of the National culture 45 well as the cultures
the various peoples which make up the united States.

91 =
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'a y ,alitp114;fv to ,t,

'tckro: a'Ort_iar :Om Ix

sstudFe:nt, *sing

_ate

to: 40=-4

E

,O*1 t-

Balid'

A:ft:0'40_

On, beat:

tOln-15_61.1 r:In a 16! 'I! e.
_ .

on :S 019- pa,..
.

1
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P tEt,fit

TAC -K ;Sip OTT,. ,014,C `,JV fq-

:VOX L'f.T.T LE,

.:TE*17:0,7NIMMI. MIMM
oikc of: 10,4:5kcic,s,

n't ,w 0;6 h

Last 14;fire- pla=y.- hyt:hin of

the -1.4r cUs-- -07i-rOtn§j)
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0 GAM ES

Use kit n.

".ka-in..raf-in 40 '0-$00-1-

come

14-tre:" fon.iiny-'waists- to ;Play_

16-kin_04%-lilanda 'sarong

-Pt:4iie' *Sr:. tra o-tOi long.

.a-n-c I 11:1..ke- c_trk.e: ,

y

i he' ,tiqn_Oe 44am* -lialtez,

RESTING; -Tbist :;&--LO0b4c5F.;

I:11k :PE 0S-614.

11,6,v-tiosof-Or- Asiot,c14
r

"id 0-ivi .tone_

,parts

14. C.011p

;S:ide-. 2 -7'

Nilill.Oli41.iiTT-1,E:8_01:151ER;

-Karon- to ie dfe. r

Show -0;idttite. ,of- pia no ;

aro

7
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.R:14:YT
1 \

K 4,P R A! , 10N C HAD 'A 'PIG,

-1.4TtLE AisIDI T INA S N- V E R

WAS N''

M41:1-* TT

ddaD AG TO --Gill,

SAI=D ;OLD jik-C.1( S.-P; T

:1_ea .ifri=1-114 4.

TO' 41rii,e. -k-trev: bmi,a;t: 94,1*,4c1;-,*

-0:51:01-:y- -6 0. t -.0',6-*list

4'th, t10.0, 06-,
00 7 _bo_sli3O

1.22:
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E:C.1-1b GANIES

11-0 13- -3 .911-='

1143-, p.t0e.:- Te-e-c het 1,0- vro.Up
-.se*

tc t=k1i0

Tchr §-ityJ, t te"0, - 4roup,

-11,.Clir -0 On Iflu te = G;"7 ylfantes

R 40 T41-1\tG:'

_14,00,0.1j

*-

ikg 4-01-iict

- ReCOr& . :3-

'SANDY -LAN -D

-Y.4,9.1,-tri- -chart
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1:3

-FO

NAsb A ,p10'

`W)t_s14, vtitt LI

'VERY

VOli :VERB

'S

`0:00

1-0, -0 "-P:

-c]os:ot-t-tsoii:

:F.-010*-,1144.43tIkT'

e4-_10=W for .word=s= & be:a >t`

ivt0i fat

" S 1 T" 1410 n, t1:0;

.70,PP:4

,all



`40VN-0,

1 gme*s: .about w:hom you.

ere 01 ti

sing: o

ei*N' is=s,

=

_

.

=1-1AVD,p,

g. 1,,rpth: ri0 C-0 ,c1

tones,

14`e,n1i1:1? -th tOgn,ialit =

s7,13- S4c) a a.,, 13a 1

d Of a Ait.6U-ND ;;1',Ift LM-, 0 U

(Verse: big:=611=010.4*--Paiie;,'Vei*e '2'
each' 0401 Ver00 -,--- ',1,Fret`ze,:406-

a 1.):60 4_.t--ii,a'iii%OwingieaCh .other -again;

125-
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Oh O. -c1-0.074' pa t te,-4,0

"o-r. rfe? '110.4.
4.

o

group

Ytitm- ic4-4140'

M',;A=..'L 0N GAGS

ne

rum )

,Te:ra 011,0_ r start WI O-riti) atth ena

pro to .slv ply sttia tve-11

_ATO-o-u tArOfk,, MOT c h.

,,314,15
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A. RHYTHM-

, .

0

a

$'Lyttaa. 11,40,d,hor (Iiiii_icji_e):tu)d)

two stodo.ots°

,atuctotit- ha4 trfang e-
4_1

'Stxid.emt 4E' '-10-6_;:tdrd.:bo-titlxidr.

(These: iiiktivideld-idenu104tiffe 103Ottli:

and it will easy-,to 44141itok;ope.,

needs- .help)`

iftg ttp.

ROI obrd:11,, j3 id;e,I',, i3d,n

pl-ay for itc460ing & vtot.c14-,

`"k0 :(4 ,record')

S"tu4p-Ots: re-O.Ord



.1

. 4
.0-tamt-

040 6--; .14 d;

--ecinibittit-tiolit- -pi Viese,

Cher fvoldet to Itteit4«,

8tr0 the..'` correct tu

14Iret EilL the dm p. Oils010o:

play the som,o,__11-0. Et_.!rit

Seco_n 3' ortliati tpcotcr
c -

Sa

I



16

RHYTHM-

(tongue clicks)

pontt
(imp)

waste *Me,

You may delay but timewill not-
. tick tick tcck

.0

B.' ORCHESTRATION

BIN GO

t.

4 43-
c Sing .songior,review . r,

--).. Select 3 students to play. rhythm instrs.

I

Use woodblock; triangle:tambourine

(Cla cis first line; clap does -not sing the

. spelling portion, on B the.woodblock sounds;,

on.I.the triangle; and on NGO th±:.! tambourine

sotinds three times)

130 -

t(
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1-d1,4,-0-

.6orlbi,:11'14-_pn of

te.v _tea Ozer .0-bnIf.t.titer to-

grOTOp-

reV,iti**-14;,,-tchr
I

-g/teirP=.112Y1161710

1

B. igstitI-G TONE- & MiLODIC DIRECTION

EtEP,11-ANT-SONG

Sing for rmexPoT'y_oSt use actions

Sing f-or pitch. Repeat any sections

that peed more ,accuracy

I

ti

V

0'0,11 9



C

1-7

A.

i

tit

o-

,(tongue,C1iSics):it

r77-
me ftiat004 jfiewMarc:heS':oiv-

e

X

You-may delay but-time will .not tick- tock -tick tock

B. RHYTHM ECHO

- Echo du -ple patterns

Teacher (drum)* to.. individual 1 students.

(students answer with.,syIlables)

- 132 -



.1,

iteT0-:6 't-.;0011. 4f' 4;1461

,t-he

/
''-..t110, -41-,:.9- , to. tke- Tif.oignt- 4-hey

.

,.:03t;h4.-.: '0;0: *1411 be C;k
i .

. 10 DO:E c LOT ,s,; *E*

-

Rev-i.ew -a gain with -recorditvg- if needed
4

.

S-B Record. II, Side 2, .parid 4 TRAIN

Step beat, & \-st timce)

Step beat & "0 yef:p" 1,2hd time)



A

wre

Tiine -marches Ow; imP'Inarahes on

'Don't
.(snap

1

You ifta lay,bUtiline, hot tiak_ took iick'toCk,

waste time -1

Se le cat. two studeNnts to. .p l a y a tte_rn.

Any duple :pa t;te yOu h.eAre ihe_e dirilli.kg
t.

EtEPHA-NT S-6 NzG

i t: -c ka-n t With s-t n a to

. Second: Sing words with ostinatc

- Repeat with diffe-rent s tOen is

- 134

0 0 1K22-



:4_ODY,,

te2a,c-her, Slng.-:rnaTot *,peAtte:r.n6

autoharp= orA'S vr. 1-th. th e,rn

ye,peat -style

:P :A ,0 Pii_R A C--Y,

ttress sil Olng 4n tune on 0} =yes'"

Work Witir-individUa.1,S on '.0 yes"

C. ktpo4ib

- *S. .B. Re cord -Sidle 1 Ba-nd 8

TFI

1st time move to the record if desired

Identify tonal syllables of !clip clap'
2

(1st time F so-mi; 2nd =-so-mi; last line = so-mi;mi-re;

re-r-do),

- 135 -

00143



D

tr

e-d1

41: ,SIRDS

.1-

-Play beat stick others:

RECORD.

S -B Record' I, aide_ 'Band 4

Have studeilt -oeteria,to -&

hav-e, group play It -on sticks 7.4/'
A

recording. Try Other grOupe.



0.1110-blesS, irr-tijOt

An.y !C-Ot*blrial-fOrt of '.10,:co!'=.:

Te a c hes -s u

Pbay authharf).
o

rN 11 S OtfisiD S

Y PY

Use -C-h.bsc1*

StrAs's. t-he !tfin'or s'Om-nd

. RECaORD

B of d Side- 1, Balid

_WH 0- _B-U-I-1; T_ AR4C

f5,hoj up 2-, 3 ,4

song says (tea-C.h-er d-o

wilt copy -wl-thou t- furAher tet4Ct1o_n)-,..

Sin0 Ikhe n c h-1-1.0reri d,o ori- r-cc ord

;.,

137

,0145.
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titiO

JTTLE

ancd)

,.
wi k PA40-L,

1.0 ctiAt

D

r,hy

THE MILL

. :play. for\re-veteliv.
,use rhythm sticks on 'clip clap'

ste0 beat & r.sticks on



B'.

"4-

ti

G'A'ME

1/1_1#0.

-137§e''a,lat'64alfp-lio,r0, 1,401 , ow

t Teach t

3

tu-ning: ,potincl-± 1 -d

- major

Introduce -t0Tms major -&

-in



0-1110:

Duple, iialteln.s;

'Sty-1e: tea0:11e.t .a-ridycfroi;

t_

-13.e:C:vra:

1,./v113111.;

play .fo,r review (cslap.':harids: on

Rlay Se.a_t- on - ta:in`bo,urine =-a-n

V.



GAM-E

A,3

Use circitd.s,
.

-S s 1-09: toar

M I N-0 R Sp iv,

FV:14:144:: PITP/PY:

,Itre,v4e,*".-

TIstl t1.10_014
f

Cron- tr +a.st" their. orti/O-df w1rh ,m-6.10r

+If 3;?ot. .to otaS s,
1.4

.major.: -to c d_errions7tra-te the driff-eten.ce
-; ir

- 141 -
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41-ILY-T.H41%/1

.rivp :tittitt FM Tazz

THE ;W-HAT )30- WE
J _

THE ONE SAID "A No, WITH A ,GUN

THE THIRD ONE " RU-y"

THE FOUlti,k-li ONE , SAID ",''LETS: VIDE IN t

"MADE"

THE TI,UTH NOT AtItAI,Os"'

ri,i4N:17SA-NO BANG; AftrEN'T

. -4144;1Y FIVE.

,ALY TH E y DID-.

tckr snap- fin_gers to_13Eca:t white tead'h-irt_gt

ftrc.,oR,-1?

S-B Redord Is Side 2, .Band 8-

THE CARPENTER-

lasign a" different ins trunient to p"oh: a-g,

Have player Perform rhythiii of that tine of

the song.



A. GAME S,;(3ild

is;

Am.

at a

vata, 4_3,o4ots,

Tkgt to

f_tt.=0 IAA*

-RECORD

E,_ ARK

;01:611:s tditig_tt T_Oftatrit,_.

.

-1?-1_Otttroo dr_aw40-0 of _10-14,triwiA .pa,.

-Would -1101p Wotivtito 6,04

I43

o



1

SPErcli RHYTHM

FIVE -LITTLE S.QUFRAEIS SAT. IN_ A' TREE
ar

°

THE FIRS,T ONE-SAID "WHAT DO WE :SEE ?"

Tilt'. SECOND oNE SAID A Mr 11*ITH A pine

7;klit THIRD ONE SAID " IVE,'D,.8ETTER RUN"

tHE FOURTH ONE SAID " LET'-S SIDE IN Tap

SHADi"

Tin FIFTH ONE SAID "I'M Nor-FRAID"-

THEN BANG. BANG WENT THE GUN

AND THE FIVE SQUIRRELS

AVA:41 THEY DID RUN

Select some students to play beat on
rhythm sticks

'a
- S-B Record V , Side 2 Band 6

4

-MARMNG TO PRETORIA

March to beat

- Let someono bs leader'

Let someone also be' the dritnuaer

(hand d rm.)),

--..44-



Yt

s

A. EC110-GTIME_

major pattern,:frorn
o

seche.r songetate;sttidetitt s-yll.abfes
--.

B. ECHO SONG

M: PERS_ON

- HEY BETTY MARTIN ,..

- Sing for review

t.4

Stress voice.:quabity & in tune ainilLing

J

4

7.

1



A: SPEECH RFIYTHM (Enhanced)

Select child to play each instrument 1.7

Players play rhytkoa,.....pf speech Instead '

of speaking it'

FIVE LITTLE SQUIRRELS

SAT IN A TREE. (Ea.ch plays hi-s ins-trument
In turn)-

THE FIRST ONE SAID "WHAT t)0 WE SEE.'?"
(#1 plays rhythm of words In guotes)"

THE SECOND ONE SAID "A MAN WITH A GUN"'
(#2 plays rhythm of -Word -s in quotes)

rHE THIRD ONE SAID "WE'D BUTER RUN"
(#3 play4 rhythm .0 f' w r d s ih quotes)

THE FOURTH: ONE SAID "LEI'S
}

trIDD IN VIE

.,S.HADE (#4 plays rhythm- of words- in 'quotes

THE FIFTH ONE SAID "I'M NOT AFRAID"
(45 plays, rhythm of words in quotes)

.

THEN BANC, BANG (2 drum beats.) WENT THE

GUN AND THE FIVE LITTLE SQUIRRELS

-AWAY THEY DID RUN (all play tcTgethet)

--Instruments #1 triangle; #2 woodblcok:
rt3.-tam.bourine; #4 rhythm sticks.; #5' autoharp
-(child can play any chord) & drum, for gun



A7. Ktiapp_Y ;DC FLO

Any tion :of mal,or tterns

Use s.angfInte and' -ciri,14-pern echo Syl

IN T-61;E.-

T.TY..MARTI-N1-

A..-PilittyNt

I 'Psi G-O.NNA RAT-MY:HEAD

Use .tu.n.ing soundz on all.

Stress good sounds

Work with any individuals having

trouble with tunes



A. GAME SONG

- HEILIC OP TER

Do with actions

,
""

T.' ,S,O=N

Do with
"'"'77"""7,

* . tip a S
1......,,

laTS.TENIN`q 'LESSON

Play portion of than record

- 148.-

0



-M - 25

O

A.

r

ti

it

\ c

11:0,-HO .GAdvi-E Ls

s \ C,

Ilave e child create the pattern
..- Others echo fl

IN. TUN.E

LITTLE BIRD

Sing for review

StresSyoice ality and in tune
%

- FUNNY, PUPPY.

Stress that it sou'nd's different froin

Little Bird. *um

- 149,

f.'O1 7

.



R -'26

GA:Mt SON C2-.

- 141 TRUMBS

P.o 2 or 3 verses onlywith actions

B. LIS TE:N'ING

I

- piortiezi .of. ,Loan

-150-



M

A. GAME SONG

r. risk GONNA PAT MY HEAD.

Do actions

B. RECORD

Side 2, ,Band 9-

- OLD HOUSE

rr.

Listen for story

2nd time,

e

students sing with children's
voices 6n record if they can

- 151 -

0159



2-7

A. . R ifY11-114 t-CfH,
ti

Tea c.-hr to group

A-tternazte rhythms ;pa s,o'h:On. , -feet.

dAkp tey !pa:ttert!:

S---S-11,6ocird ' I Side, 2

T--HE. C-A114--.-E.N- T--:1-_'".^':rr''r,r.

:S in g vitt h<re d Ord

Use Of fe re h t ins.triur ke rrt.. each, Icior-k

-MY TH BS .

ig ,

s ins. rses- as they, are able

.r.

- 152 -

n 0 t 0



E.0 1-1 0, -GAlAt'S
. .

'Mix major and minor (al.ternate)

Te.a ch.er bles to group sylla,-blest

her s gf te:. to- 0- s

14, ,VN-;,7111-U

L-I TTLE:
[.% .

Review tor 'word,s
0

Eln,courage solo singing if passible,

n

4.;

OLD. ItO USE

-- Put apViabs to verses

- 153 --7

.14

r
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-,R-wyty.m Gi4E

Arty_ d,upTe pa-t-t-e-tfn

Teedhe,r, :(d-r,um) to Grou =p (Cl'apV;.
.

Also try :Ole student to Or0,146 rOatty,

_ .

P,ert:Ofm, p- to 'tit-r,ee, times

Se.leCt

°beat on different 1."nstritnteras

Q. BEAT

1.1:bP OLD

twice for teaciring.

- Select 2 or 3 to provide beat as above
r.

- 154 -



yobowil,

£.C110- GAM.E
. --

Any mefor.-4 minor .3 -note pattei-ti
--.

Tea Cher to s_tu_d_e_hts

Aurohasp chord-s

Both ,US.e-

SANDIL_LAD

With autoherpu change word,s if.deiSIred

Put actions. with cltanged words

2nd tilne through;.

Play recorded; veisthn, qk they hear

any differences /(*hat=are they?)

Sing along wIth );ec,orde:d V-e.rsion if desired

S-B Reeord I, Side 1, Band 3

155 -

0",



>

29

RITYTILM ECHO,-
p

Teacher to Group -u.se syllables

Pass along game.
If

GiVe -.pia's:SOO a t,ent,f of 11:0

lArbtsper syllable riatterit =to heTaid,

of _llrres_.!:,

turn to the-fr neighbor.,

person (with-druM).pliy-s patterli

All dAcicie if 41,.e did it' right=.

13. RZGORD

Change end of line irnd try again.

S--13 Record V Side 1_,,-Bands 1 1 1;3.
Play portion of song (4,6;8 beats')
Group decides how many boats played

Play all of song if they get-it right

-156-

4



*k'
LCI10- ME.LODLES

Songflute (tchr) to groilp (syllaples)
4

Any d-t-m-s qambination of three

TONE

- F.-114114Y 121140#Y,

Ont:e wItit autoharp for review

Class identify resting tone as La.
P'M A, PERSON

Once through for reviov:

Class identify resting tone as Do.

Mention- La is minor, Do is major

C. RECORD

a.

as

S-B Record I, Side 2, Bend 8

THE CARPENTER

All stand and perform actions of tgois
as they see.fit

If

- 157-
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J

A. SPELCH-
-

.. A BAKED POTATO BURPS THE fiNGEfla,
. $ . 1

4, . . cv-' t*
CAREFUL BEAUbE I-V-S-410T1

-... /* ' *
1"'

- - ...
. A BAKED POTATO BURNS THE FINGERS

wtqc,}1 qv fi YOVI,=LL -LET- IT DRO`P _.....
.

ik '1, 0 -9 * #. ,-

I.0 6C- 0 :U T (ft' s IN THE f IRE\ . -1-:

LOOK OUT1 IT'S -ON THE FLOOR
-

BT.TTER GO 'SLOW WITH BAKED, PpTATOES

-TRQUBLE IF i0U;DO NOir ......
4- : .1 * N ,'

4IP

8. SONG

I

HOP 01.12 jaylliR'Ey

Oncq Lor review

'Sele-ct sonieene to keep beat (drum)

Perform with drum

Se le t some to. Play titiok

Pray duple meter (I' ne 2 nee) on stick_s_t, 4.-

Perform' With drum (boat) & stic,k-s to -V

0 1 ;



-1!

ii 3b

4

.47

A. MELODY ECHO GAME

leache'r to Group (voices)
AoltaFiAtickground;
Minor w/ syllables

..ar"

$. MELODIC DrRECTION & RESTING TOTE

- PAW PAW PATCH

lei chat sing once w/autoharp
Ithintify direction and resting tone

All sing

C. RECO

S.

- Rectitd V, Side i Band 6

- List-en tor beat and resting tone

- 1.1 Q along kvith record second time

-
._i

Repeat as desired
_ .,,,.

-
.

159
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R - 31

A. SPEECH

BAKED POTATO BU.R-N-S THE FIN,G1:RS

CAREFUL -BECAUSE" IT'S HIT!

A BAKED, POTATO BURNS TH.E tiNGERS
`%.%

WATtil .OUT! YOUI:LL LET IT 'DROP
e

oirr:tAP*_yN ,THE TIRE-1.-

L00K OU -T IT'S ON TEE -FLOOR
4

BETTER GO SLOW WITH BAKED P'OTATOES-

-TROUBLE IP YOU DO' NOT

B. BEAT 4 METER

"HOP OLD. S

Reyiew.for words

All play sticks on beet

2nd. time: All but one play rhythm of

words on sticks, he pfays beet pp drum

- too-



M 11

ii
ATI ECHO GAME

';'"" *", n':

-

Major and minor patterns as desired

Teacher (songflute) - Group (syllables)0

INDIVIDUAL SINGING-
PAW PAW PATCH

Sing oncefor review-w/ autoharp
Have one (or two) sing refreArr "Where.."

All join in chorus "Piciiin up pew, paws.

Repeat es desired with 'different 'soloists".

C. RECORD

S-B Record V, Side_ 2, Band 1

- IL _TAILLILE_AViglig,

Play. for free movement

If they hesitate , try swtngin g

EX-



R - 32

011.0....

A. SPEECIIItHYTIIM (ENHANCED)

-BAKED POTATQ,BURNSt THE FINGERS

CAREFUL BECAUSE IT'S ItOT,(Triangle)

A liptED POTATO ,BUILN S

WATCII,OU1 YOU'LL LET IT _D.ROP (Drum)

LOOK OUT IT'S (TAMI3OURINE),

LOOK OUT IT'S ON. THE,CFLOOR (W. Blk)

BETTER GO SLOW WITH BAKED POTATOES,

TROUBLE IF YOU DO 11,0T, (All:scun(1)

All during this performance have some

children play a steady beat With rhythm

sticks.

B. RECORD

S-B Record V, Side 1, Band S.

BINGO

Play record for review if needed

All sitig along With record

Select some to keep beat on instrs.

-162-
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M - 32

1

A. LISTENING GAME

Strum a chOr\d on autoharp
4

- Children guess major or minor,

Then see if they can find Resting

Tone for this chord. (this isikard)

Mako a game of it (eyes shut, stand
on'major, sit on minor; when you.

misS you are out of game; see who

Is left a end of four o. five tries)

B. *Lapp-,SOFT

1.11/4,TTLE BIRD

'Select III s to be done loud-soft

Stress diffrtince

C. ACTIVITY SONG

GOLItg_BsuaiktHE MOUNTAIN

Play as yotli did in M-I3.

S-8 Record II; Side . _,A. -nzi. 1

I
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A. S PEE CA Rig.Tillfir
,..

OWEEN6IS: THE GRASS". ,
_-,. ,

--,.5.' . ' .-...-,
,,.., ,. AN,D; TitE LEAVES'. OF TitE'sEt

'cirlEgF 1$: TO 040.14, a'a

-01511Agitieliikt$4

ft4P. f

BL-WY,
o *r

REP IS A fIBETOUCK

DWI TH. SIR'E'N- 1(.1G1IT

BL.UE IS THE SKY

AND BLUE IS THE SEA

'BLUE IS A PEELING

ikON'T YOU APREE?

NOW YOU TICK A COLOR

THAT YOU EIKE BEST

AND TELL US IT'S NAME

THEN WELL TELL THE REST

You may wish to do only one color.-

at a time.

9



14 7. j"3

ECU? GGAME

cho With voldific & autoharp.

Any Of these .(use syllables)

, a -m; s-m-4; d-rn-s;

If some are ableo let theni be

the leader for the group

B. RECORD

S-B Record II, Side I, Band 2

ELEPHANT SONG

4.

Listen to record once
Sing with actions (no record)
Sing w /actions' with record

65-
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Ae SPEECH

GREEN IS 11111,-GRMS,, A Ttl! LEAVES: or '.CIIEES

pReeN IS -THE SMELL or k CCUNflW OfttEZE

RED IS ThE SUNSET, ig,AZY:iiNto:BitlogT

REp Isa-riArlii0S-10101:intgll AND LIGHT

BLUE IS T $KrAgb ',EL* IS tit :SEA

BLUE k A- PEELING, WON! TYOU- AGREE,

NOW101/ PICK it COLOR THAT-Iiii?U'Lli BET
.

AND TELL US IT'S NAME, THE WE'LL TELL THE REST

Pick a child to select and name his
favorite color, then class name
those that ere left. (Colored

pictures would work well)

B. ECHO GAME

- Teacher (drum) and voice to group

- Use syllables and/or children's names
41
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ikh. COLOR SONG

I SEE A G1111. ( aoyL

Sing verse about one child

Ans. with -child's name on pitch of

-,4111,

last part of Song (so-sb-d-o)

Do again and let class arts. on this
pitch this tithe.

Repeal as desired .

- 'ELEPHANT SONG

Sing with actions (no ccomp.)

C. LISTENING PERIOD

- Loan record portion

4.

gt 01
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R - 35

A. SPEECH

GREEN IS THE GRASS & THE LEAVES OF TREES

GREEN IS THE SMELL OF A COUNTRY BREEZE

RED .IS THE SUNSET, BAZY& BRIGHT .

,

RED IS A,FDIETRUCKWITH- sIREN,AND LIGHT

BLUE IS MESKYAtib BLUE IS TlikSEA

-BLUE ISA FEELING, 'WON'T-I01/;-AGREE'

NOW YOU PICK A COLOR MAT-YOU, LIKE BEST

AND TELL US IT'S NAME, THEN E'IL TELL,ME REST

Pick a child to selcact his color from

those you have displayed at trent.
Use drum to keep beat, let one child
point to colors as rest s ay speech

B. MOVEMENT

- Mil A-LONG OSaE..

play this game as .a group

use walk, march, or other

- 169 -

'1 ti
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A. ECHO GAME

Songilute (tchr) to Group (syllables)

tree patterns that always end on do or to

Noiy plat this, game:

ttlindfOld one stitdeittt 411, other stutients it on

fitior any ,pladee stattliblindfolded student-at one

side of io0437...play-a-Songfltito :pattern ending-on

do (triajor) or la-(tninpr). dbf he moves one step

loft and one ahead; if Id- he moves aim step right
4

and, one ahead. U he dcos itright he will go.

across room without:running into seated students.

U wrong he'will ontrand game is ended.

Repeat at desired

B. LISTENING PERIOD

- Loan record portion

- 169 -

01 77



A. ECHO G NIB

With drum beat accomparameny
- Echo rhythms using- children °s names,P.

ceiloris . phrases,.

ECHO MEMORY GAME_

Perform -a series using clap,paschen
stamp snap.

See if they can listen and repeat

C. ACTIVITY SONG
..

- GOIligA911112 j__.2.....__LmA. 11

- S-B Record II, Side 2, Band 1
..._ Play as you did in M-13 & M -32

- 170 -

1



ECRO S ONG

LEESApy.31, (BOY)

- Do song once using name of a clild

- Answer with-liyo-so -do tune)

Repeat as needed

"Stress in-tune of so -do intervea

B. MINOR REVIEW 4

rataxiktgy-
go *xlro to .use' tuning sounds

Clas*s identify this a

C. RECORD

S-B Record II, Side 20 Band 4

jalk-0011114

NOP

a m nor !long

Play for review and cla_p boat.

Sing. along with record second time

o
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`2r. Cr ?

417

.2;

4,

4.

Play: rhithtn name oit dipm;

&lass guotrs- who's pomp yOu`playoct, -:
. , ,,...,

4
:. ... ,-.. '. 1.

.:1- 'Bove them chant /I 6471 0 Ei b 5 .gi §i-oup.. .-4..,
, ..; ..-. , ,

.:- .whort,thoy -underatanci 99trio 1

; . . ,

ki3,1 ,t. nd ly tdu: al chltilion plzfy -a, tiara°
4 1 .

.
and 'clips, answ.t*

8. ,RECORD :

111.

.
:Record Vt Side 2., Efand

MABSALtiaLta).14:rja4A

-; Hale pteradef use flag or baton

for lthWer,

M) mare% to beat of /music

- `:.Pick beet co for letider second

it.epe'at as -desired.

t

Rs-

,

4,4



A. EffiC) GAME

Voice tfe/autoharp on minor

Use 1-d-ck; m-d

NI:- Use syllables so they understand
the m-d and m-c1;-1,patterns -7

REVIEW

1.:221,11Y PUPPy.

Stress minor sounds

LISS A piR ,

Review for Memory

if possible, get one child to sing
the song about nehere

-- 173 -
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A. SPEECH RHYTHM (EriHANCED)

Select instrument `for 3 colors

GREEN IS 'II JE GRASS 6 TII,E LEAVES OF TREES (+)
A A t% A

GREEN IS THE SMELL OF A-COUNTRY BREEZE (+)
A . , A . "
MD IS THE SlitiSET BUM MD, BRICTIT (*)

A. o A

C

RED IS A FIRIflRUCK Well SJBE? AND LIGHT (1

BLUE IS THE Std IM BLUE IS-11. 3E StA ( )
A a ! A
BLUE IS A FEELING WON'T YOU AGREE? (1)
A t. A .9 04 t 0 A
NOW YOU MY. A COLCA TEAT YOU LIMN UST
a is A A A

t.S=eork, polev- r orteof st-407*.nts Alloy

. ..
tss thek-ins

AND TEL US IT'S NAME (c-ltd spedks)
A a o A Npf,ft

AND vtt'LL TELL THE REST .(smittl-norcte:Sourxi-name)
- A

E.;HO GAME

Echo rhythms witil@lali,poschencstamp

use triple timr

- 174 -

*i 2
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A. C.CHO.GAME

Songf lute on minor patterns

Chitdren ans with syllables

B. B CORD

S-8 Record l,Side 2 Band 9.

9,1...D. HOUSE

Group sinus on Tear 1 downer

Tell theca that Tear it down is
done .to.2 different tunes

Maybe they,can guess syllables

t.3rd,5th are la-lo-do
==2nd, 4th. 6th are la=la-lal
Identity that this is a roinor.song

C. MIROR SONG.

FUNNt2UPPY

Use tuning sounds - autoharp

S. 17.5 T
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R - 3 9

A. ECHO GAME

Teacher, (tambourine). to Group

(rhythm sticks)

triple pa ttegns

f.i. REVIEW SPEECH.

Do this to anal) heat
IWO LIME DICiitY

SITT216 ON A'°

Drat NAMED PEM*R-

ONE NAMQ, PAUL

FLYAWAY PETER

ELY AIIVAr PAUL

COME IACK

rOME saqiPAUL

'Repeat using 116405 play actions

fi



M-39

A. ECHO GAME

Teacher '(voice) to geoup (voice)

iise syllables and/or names
include minor,m-d and m-d-i.

MA OR - MINOR

Review ISM JRLPI
Identify as a minor song

Use tuning sounds

c. PccoRD

Record lit Side 1 a Band 5

a 1.V Ii_j_01.14 THE ARK

Play Ist\for memory'
woc

Play 2nd-children sing on children's
t5 of recordstisten to soloist

Ident,f., this as a moor song not like
Funny Puppy

%

r
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4

REVIEW SPEEC1-1
. #

Finger play + I. child witambourino

to k.vop bee

mg LITTLE DICEY MOS SU:MG ONA WALL

ONE NAMED PETER, ONE NAMED PAUL

FLY-AWAY PETER, PLY AWAY PAUL

COME RACK PETER, COME RACK PAUL

Use other Instrumeota and anhance

for a fiecond ;late through

ECHO GAM

Pass out. Woodblockitambouripo,st:cks.,

drattll trtangle to S studelltrsa

U U2pLO rratterne.

Teacher Group tclaP) woodotrok

group - tatribourtne - group stA

gloup- drurn , triangle 9routi,-

Repeat wtth dtflorent pattern

Point. to playota Ileip 1/4eop st gotng
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A. RECORD

Sft Record It Side 2, Bat-1d 1.

2LOING ROUND T E NTA

Play game as before wth poses

REVIEW SONGS
z

1-1-ELMTY MARVA

HOP OLD SQU'inEL

roo l'OC)1LBBIT

Identify as 11341jOr and tipple

Enhance with boat (steii or clap)

4

4



R 41

4

RHYTHM

(thrive Clicks)

14-7-1

Tk marches on

Don't was Don't . was 6 the 4
4n31)) ,1 X AP). (snlp)

I
You duty delay tiot: will n tick twk tir-k icck

IdenUfy this ttpi.loch asa triple _meter

Repeat if seeded

B. RECORD

-S-13 Record Hs $.1de Z. B nd 6

- OVER TM RIVE # larti V-19_,DDS

Listen once for the -;tory (talk about
Listen -igain for meter identify as triple



- 4 I

A. ECHO GAME /

Songliute (War) to (syllables)
Any major or rn.igor pattorn used before

a

MELODIC DIRECTION

laSSLEAtuana jitutcam
Keep beat ye/tambourine

Sing about pafticular child
Repeat for differenchildren

v..

181-

4F
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A. ECHO GAME

Any triple pattern

Teache'r to Group

Alternate clapopa.schentstasip

417.'

RECORD

S-B Record IT, Side 1, Wand 4

T ,

Listen to identify motor (it's tiiple)

S-B Record II, Side 2 pend 6

OVER THE RIVERus_

Ask if they motor sounds same as in

previous recording lyt,:c1

r

- 182

I
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A. ECHO GAME

Songflute to group (syllables)

Any major or minor pattern used before
,11

S. DUPLE SONG

1.9,91"MISMED 1.2ELItStal.

Stres.s major-dple feeling

Do 2-3 times with dif children

Let one child sin to another if ready

C. RECORD

OVER TALlt. VER

Review for triple motor

Sing along with record

183 -

VOODS
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A. SPEECH REVIEW

Perform an in R-24 (with instruments)

FIVE LITTLE SQUIRRELS S AT I A ,TREE'-

THE FIRST ONE SAID , °WHAT DO WE SEE ?

THE SECOND ONE SAID v °A MAN WITH A GUN"-

THE THIRD ONE SAID , °WE'D BE*TTER RUNE.-
THE FOURTH ONE SAID,,PLET'a HIDE IN THE

SHADE.

1HE FIFTH ONE SAID °I'M NOT AFRAID"

THEN Ktig , A U S 3 I WENT Tilb

AND THE FIVE LITTLE SQUIRRELS

AWAY THEY ND RUN

TRIPLE rzeLING

RAIN INGAGAIN TODAY1

!don tsfy ao- frii)Tharse 4,13 minor

Repeat fog leaiHIne-

1,9

Millian.i:1114111
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M - 43

a

511.

ECHO GAME

Any major or.minor pattern

Teacher sing too syllable,.

Onestudent respond with syllables
If he gets right/he sings ono with yoo

Some other child answers with syilable.s

MELODY REVIEW

LOOK AROUN THE ROOM
S

Review for melodic dkroctionlin-tune

PA'W PAW PATCH

Roview ter In-tune singing

Help with out-of-tune lingers
Encourage Individual singirg

4

195-

ifl 19
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DrALOGUE 'toucis
.7.4*-7

-

Ask titiesti,on in .sltoct mca.Lo :y
E.

"Is ..itirivinin.g todex? -
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Siriei second time wAnstrumen s

(triple ostinato).

1- 228
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4P:tn-Of ;02,-t.t 601. .f1-ir P.)
_

I

T;L,E; 12,4-1?: a,C 11/1404.;:*

s-0 'r-41 t h /4- /.0--O'CP:#1-1) 0.14# Oct.

t o:ha't.p

, RE C,,,o,R

- . S B mor-d= fi , e 1 , n d "7

GOGO

- Movement :as ,pe.r words df song

229 -

00.2,37



-d,RE:E=dIf -REVI-EM

1W9'1,1#LE `DICKEY BIRDS .SITT`ITG ON A: WALL

-ONE, :NAMp.:,r.,tzft;R.; vNt;',:NAmEp -PAUL

nyitWAy pETO, :OWAYTAUL,

COME: i8ACKi:PET6: 014E :PAUL

AC-corn,ny*ftk,

C:05-11 =time _P Oiifl- .0 irkotid

on rhy;thm sAfick-s,

Pfa-y. 'first *tine azgalti,, say it
.Let one -o,hild write- it (is -he rfj-ht

B. TRIPLE TE-R_

- ,COME ON f&-IGI__\IN T-HE GAME

Pick chlidren to play:triple meter on.
is,1

instrumerits, rest sing

. sAto



4-414t-*

A14-O I 413.TP

-1v1.4-9T

gtO:tip

REVIEW AC ION..S:0
.

,EliESBAINVT_SOMG-

R 0,4e* -for -01-c IMo./:

,-.1tith a-oft-oils

:0 V-ElskOi

Record° V, g-'1-ti Ba-nd -6

MARCH=ING

0-orute- -of I'd ne =t-

Lislen fot Yt (es-p. duri-ti.4 hor--us).

March to .reOotd),ii,g

=.



DO, JACK s pR41.1:- (mop 04D ,-Ar pid

-111y4s!`1-7r-ITRT4T,T4pANo, p!-'1,ivA.5N-t-Ty

-IT WASIVT*RY'sx1rirrrANO-Ttyksk!..iftfiy,fAT-,,
"IT' s ,A.,Apopp-PEPTO GRUNT' said o4t)i,pko 'E.:PRATT

_W:=1111

;Repeat line Jack Spi',0'.1t%-obtrOa =ha.4

pig". Say

hand ,c=Tappi_ng

Wilts.:, it .(.eith-er -6-1:1 or _pidit-

DiU,PL-EHRH.,YTI-FM:

/*-U-FIIINV MAN,

Tea-,Oh ;S:ofig fltst

Add thythin -1(Pick..-orva of the

cards have of 0114d,:pla:y :a s

-232

t -tt
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.

,dAlvtE

VOdeTa-Y

, --Te,;adller to- 0j_r,,O,Ufp-',

- Any minor rialteLtn.

LMI:TE:7713,U7C,K

verses

Encourage solo ,e'in:loji.Ag-, on 'POMe'_3.t.e,rse_s-

GOGO

r SIde' 1

- Dl t)a:lay. picture O'fidtum
s.

Play record -, 1A-ste:n-_for drUm

4

a '

Do_ actions- second
0.

-233-

0424.E
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.60 .

-A '11-1-1/1

FIVE SQ RELS'zSATL,IN:li TREE

THE` FIRST

THE -#PONOzic)N4'PAID.-:-.

THE THI130:.(DHE',AAID.i '4E'D)3E4TERT-Ptitst.-"

"LEVS':nlpt-I0 7)14'sfriAp4m-

_THE:44IF-TH-Oly AFRAID"

THEN - BANG.,. :EANG-c WENT THE-;q0/14,

AND THETiy.f:51,4714.40.0443,,,.,-"Ay

4- - oi,beat

_ j

t-ttO, 6-404r:el:

-4.. Vet, group "Wriit-e, liatte-rp

IR- aytom, _R-t4p:10:0

MUFFIN'

'La-,y. Out fl-kkhOOrcis,, Otie ica=

He then: -picka- paAterri,-

=c s this s-Orig -(a utOl-at,P1)?
<

-



1.4

S:ong:11-,u,te. t'o

Any m :inor ,p-a-tte-r,r1

worth ,gt - echo : -d

with hcl i al 10164 t

.

43:. 11;-E11.1EW-

:LI.C5NS-,,

B yR E.,d

fp :soutd:

- N :-014,11--N=

1

LiiSte-n- for' -s-torli; -(NlohciasoWed-our -s_064;

TueSclay,7-mowed -our hay)-WeciheSciay=dried our hay;_
-

ThurSday,=rake& our ha- ; Triday=hauled our hay:-

Saturday!=sold_our..hay,;..Sunday- hoWed-dur heads07

Note: Tatoosh is 1olish for Father

-
1
235_

+1

0



A. 'SPEBGH E111-1::YTEM`

.8

Si

dela-:w -: 401.; fooc- tick Lock
_

.
- w.ti Vo_c*. 0-0 t-

.

Dar) o n o e fOr

1-s: p

B. .RgAb-

MAN-

s',oliveOne to tilay .04-0;_ of fle.shoa.rd_

patterns as a becik-ground for thlt, Song

236,-;

4.0244



0:4

Any aTor or ,traa.tptriv:

t
.C.0 KV_ &. th-111.1,11,,: GkM:E,

,Stite

- )

Record Sid'e B6.-nd' S

- 0 14 -14:0isT-DA5-Y Ni ORfiCtitfG

Reviews s -tory before pl:a,y,in -g

Ad-t ,ou t vdrses -Is Ow- Talee-
4

t re c-oighT#'0 irrete r ,

-237

0.0 4



S-P-UCH RHYTHM

4040-P000Y

Don' -t'

:(ana

"4,4

.
You ma delaibut 04 Will-40p 'liCk #010t

g1.;

to he -Okila...,:01'-0.y.,*.rjci:131--O o lc

Teacher ."1403 triangle' on .614

B tlBIBAllaq'OR14,0.

-Oortioxi- of L!4o0.4 :record'

4 ea-ts



Lt

E

AMY in_at6F,ipittt4rn--

(BEAR-

49irrgc, pitch

4p..f1y with '.f:n411/14V140--

,iiilitoir-,

,e-Oottt BOO. -4

TA;41.tifit.O.CIALO

'n:v0,4714,Y, _Oncii- sin 6 yits-'

playinq 1)0*, tang- all-



a

FEEp.11 ARYTtlipl,
.

: a BAKED POTATO BURNSJIMFINGERS

CAKI1IL 13E0Altr, IT" IIOT-r---.T . . . _ - .

. 1g
i

-A 1 3 W D POTATO :BURIla FINGERS - ,

, -..:. - .. ,, 4.f .-.., . - AVATOII-CygT1 'C';'Y 0 1 i k, li, L, _:Ta 4 ii.8 I t :150 0 I
oft- ., a

)t11,0ak OUT, ITSS Igt TilE FIRE 1
-..;-- ,:

....;,, LOOK OUT 4'1611. THE PLOOR.1 .,.
. : v I

BETTER GO SLOW WITI1)3AgD -POTATOES

IR01113LE IF YOU -b6 NOT --
.. ,....,.

.... Enhance with instruments
- . t,

a

-,LISTENTNG PERIOD
,.

"t)

e

i:-.1;

L.-
.1-i j.,'Ff =

2nd Onion of ilotn -Fecord
; I

/

.

4,



7 I.

4.

gclio GAME

Pi_d1,4o641 s_tuderet -
Let.' hini./he sinzg,..p#tterits to group

a

4?

O

$-914103

4.46.

',rotor tt.ounda

,RtGO.RD.

a .S--S..Record V, Side.

a B/TeGO.

Balid-

-Review Lot: ln'alsmory .-(ist

Sing aldng with, record (2nd,playing)

I

a 291 -
lie

0 9



12

_A `1) E C 4241-3/....11-1.1y1

BAD ',POTATO -Blift.14$ THE,.FINGERS

CAR0 ,01, BBCAUSE tis x12.T1 !

A:1340 P. "POTATLIE Na,frfig;FpIGERS

'

WATCH OUT! YOU'LL LETIT DROP!
api .

ti 00a 'OUT-, .01-S -113;`,Tkit -FUO

OliTHEIFOOR

BETTER GO SLOW WITH' BAKED POTATOES

TROUBLE IF YOU DOiNOT_

with ins trulnens.

AY1I+IG

LIVT.LE RE-12 CA300S'E

14Sele-ct three to Play. -(they pick

fnstruments they\want) ,

song.3 times ,each plays in turn

They pick pattern, or you can
3itio`

\

04)250,



A,14 .

Any pa:t-te'rri,, na
,.

Ats-9-. select s

qs,t-i,t :t 0-

.0-15-ac -17;-(),

,.S- treys 1)e-g:fir 1-,ng

_m. -r. rd' 1-10-6hc-ard

-fialve -them' c op y*-

. GOAD'.

S -E Record II, Side 2, Ba.nd 1

GOING ROUND THE M TAM

74" 4.'-:..Play game as verses,' indicate,



I

.73

A. S PEE C'H

I.

kt.44:p--Potkitop,ptn1p$,-*Tiit.tiNO,gRs'

AREEUI:.BECAUSE IT'S :1-lotl-

-A:BA.,KED POTATO-BORNS' TH4:TiNcgps

WATCH OUT I; yOttALL '10 IT-0#0,1,

LOOK OUT, IT'S`IN;THE:FIREI,1 =

106* OUT! IT'S,O$ItiE '4601

BETTER GO SLOW WITit-,s4gi?-ootirkrOgs.

TR904E:IfYotrAti>0,NOt

. Say, as a ,.group,;Alth-irhythin-. stick beat
4

5

.pjto GAME

d-tip le -p°a tterns.

- T.94acher (hand drun) group- (pa.sohen),

,DICTATION

Dictate one -of three known .far

244

0,02 2



teadhet Ong:f trte 4i-quo

444 maflor or niiirOi: patte:rn,

og-tinatd-
,

After they geTt-going:;--,r4).s.t.,Sing _Song

A-C 17,014 S.ON VG:
,

43I4SX. PIDER

Teach song -& actions together

- Review onc-e or twice for memory

-245



7,41
V

A. E-071-

- BEtL .H OR SE:S,, BELL-KM6Es_

e

WHAT" TIME '_OTE :DAY

"ON"-E-,e'-'="pt.,90.K.; TWO -,040-4;4

AWAY

1,02

ONE -To- RR-EPA41-E_

GOOD LIT-CK TO TWE

AND AWAY .pots THE MARE

rlderitify =. as. triple

Say once or twice for review _
Use drum for beat-

B: 3E/0'

RAININ =G' ,AGAIN TODAY

ANN bruth o4 beat

Rhythm' sticks on. me.tor na

00.



A,

7,

17.1_0(40.-0:10

gto,t0,- "i4t4is,

lotp' or 00' .01:

then 41;Y:s6*-§

S=. iRelp Ord V 0'0 2,, 'sanci

17.4A-t-hey, -8.

RACB_ CCU DOWN-_ THE ,-tikitiN'TAIN

(This_ song has words iridlcatfng

VerSe. oner-inarch;, verse two - run -jump; Verse-three

kop;, verse ftkur =

-;

0 2/.:5 5

4



'0043-:!
*C$' '*14);

W71*,
t-

014 p.0-k
1+:

40,0' *WA

O 0.0 '.T o' G E' T` *001

611

ONE -

AWAY
:t

,Entran=ce ttistrtimon:ts

B. TRIEq;a- MEiTER

A AdM N TODAY

on Ijciia t, _ta-nii)o.ttrtne

on meter

248 -

0 0-2. t5 6:



O

O

tigAndfoIck9rie,atucient,. others sit on floor: `,

Play
. .

autohaip cHori of major, g,o'left,:one step'

0444-*P4.0a4C6ct, if minor go right one step
,

400:494q-*44'. Ius,400400:#11:41#',

:he-=carkl?e,---4014,14;ti*rigkl.g.rpap,,-11'-Wt00§

Rx:1?-:Q.

xti.e.vi la;!! ca'r,c1.-Oncei, in.Oke

Sta-rt ;Da-ail-610

HOT 011 t)S'. gUltj .

Ha -litt a few "sing song, raps t' o tttnato

I

249

2,$- ..,

*

4



DC ,0 GAIVI

I)110c pas,c he n , sna.P , s ta mp

patteTir

.tt

_GOGO

record- verse-s

N250



GAME

teacli,44i t o Iron-p

:ii-o`t g

tbi.i.:nctude'0V-r-,,-4 d -r-

with m

Review the See differeikb)
.

BREAKtlitT. TIMEAsIMirliopser:!
-Ft.eArre n 4: P t times

. then add verses of rhythm speech
rt



Ocit
*41.x e;

. , .1
AVO-14.:'

tg.;:iit. I ', MAN

p,A- -0p,Aa; :j .;-N. 14. tt..
'1, -.I-

;
,

ORES -p40.: AT.:4, IN ''ittBR --T--_. _!!=-Ii -- 1,- i _ -I
: ON- -IS- .t-A°O.A k Gl'illi

i
,qt.,014f- _-.-Y-'

1 -.. I
?ilD1W:: Dp:1-.p# p0 AdAI N.

SB- Recolid.j, Side 1, 'Banda 7

;;X: JAR' AaatA21)-
4

tfltiO_ song lies:ahicicerip , ducks 00604, -Let- children:

'drentetize the._Wat- t4ey- think =tree. Wcud- walk, A

few could:_pli4,-thydirkef the Avec, different -Wilde.,

Chickens, `oft. Ducks A Geese
(Ideotibleck) ntleY (4j4teutisti)-

1



;,

,

,

0 ' . 1 4
1, a ,

',', L ' , .
, i

, , .. 4 , , I,, f

..

a

sF

. I

' .,

A 0
1' 1, '''l

s!., e0 ..- 0
* ,4I

,4

' 1 ,

'47
1 *

t

al '''''''''''' 4' 'i,,,, ), ''... ,,

1` A

,1- a
. , .....: g'

- rt 4.4'
OIL ab4 ,

1,*

s).

I
4

w 10 4 '

..4.
'03

'

t

,11'3H .;:-.
,,

is

a.
4$4

og:

sood*

"3w ;

*Well

. 9

0 44-

0:4

Ia-

, #.4 "It" "CI

710,
"""'

4.41
43'

0t2 '. 24. .4''. '
,

1,
'a

5.' 14.4 *
..

lir, ,,j, ,:- ,I! ,#.0e04.1,"'''-,s-147,,,;:46tOit',,,, hf, ' ',I, , , ,.,.. , ;,..- - , , ,...

4 *

.444,
01/

a

,nee,
14.1,



78
ye

A. 4'Plipra-m . .

ri -'-t.. t
/,',ONEn,:titim rii14.cqszy Kota:x*0 ...
i

/1.yfirtal4.01.p.u1:316--*A-B-ftlE It:E.:Ali-1ER ,._.
-;1 , .._-'1 ', : --I . :-.1- -

/ '.-T4EttE T,iyiti. Aq-,-q14.): ;ON,
i -I' :- 1: 4, 1

1 IDRB-B.SBD: n414. in-N ci.:-EA,t11g1t.,..
.ii: --A

'pims-SDP"-A,14 ;,:ri vex, tifE$,-...

ON 41S 'FACE A 'G R`--N ....:
ti _' I- j

" WO Wr )
1

i

6
i

0.-

,

1 ,b6 :4

6 '4 6W t ' ,

'
air.-p.00 .\

t, - -1 ,
. .

irow-, pa You. ti a AGA N . '" t,

REOORD

t-13 Record Side 1, -Band 7

2E11E2 B A R 1t 011)

1: i
i

a .

(This song has chickens, dueks Ammo. Ililt children i -, ,,,,

. dramatize the way they think tliesej would wilkl. A :.'., .

a

few couidnplay rhythm of the time different birds ''''.*

Chickens cs 61 01 'Ifhtcks II, dof;se. -!IN

(Wocdbtcck) i (Triangle) (taMbetglee) -:" ,,,_

w.

- 254 -

90202



1H -

A. M.ELODY,GAME,,

as. Play so-,m1,--orqs,,,fiii-do in rhythm of .
i

Y

-Various children's sia.me.s. hiava
.a. ,,.,_ :-.

..
-

"'etas, juass, 'Whole name you'.- are

play tvg. (S0.04f:Pate)-
rt,

\<

as

-Show fbashcarthhoforo singing

arl-,redo al.so'f;Oni card
xti

1101' CROSS B' i$,

C. GAM* SONGjTTJ.
1:1

1

Stress
cDowri tions

,

t

41.

0 ; 3



A. SP,CEGH RHYTHM.

TONE MISTY MOIS TY ORNIPG

CLOUDY WAS .THE WEATHER

THERE I .ME.t AN 131.;p MAN

MAX ssp ALL IN:_14ATIalt,

ON HI.S FACE A GRIN

,DO yqu po"

-Hciw DO tOU .DO.

o.

"HOW DO YOU DO AGAtil",

B. ORCIEigSTRATION

HOT CROSS BUNS ,

1,----,-,
.1./se iavootibiockoan.O.iticks-Gioup-'' 1.

. .
. ...

0,Use triangle and tambourtpe-Grp 2 .

.
.

f Group 1 plays rhythm 'of wprdror

`Hot crops bunal ..Grp 2 pl.gis jos 1:

"bne pejlny..eto



"N;t -.79

A. }C1.10 GAMES

t.

'Te4-cher'togindliOduat stmdemt

Ma Tor or minor tone groups

.Bc.th. use .,syllabtes
I

31g zEltic6

o:o,tt,t-on of to_iin :re-cdrdint$1,

2$7

U 3i; 5

I



v,`.`

J

- sVV

A

_

:22S,

A.

'0

r-

tV

-

drüm
.

bt:40-0 "WTth*
. A

- EV.aCchV child -V.uVeVs,V hv in

,C5 tilt' lir '-titt:liott-Ati tO

7 T,Oett bit) rio#4
V.

"

Use sticks only if they ,kit,ow 1 verse-
.

tr

__111:0q1-.04 o*mt

--start %V/one,

- March, 'tiptoe, walk, slide.

tv

258

0046 G

yr-

V VI

uiVV

r.=



fj ;

a.0

A. .IN-TUNE SINGING,.

_

LITTLE RED CABOOSE.

Enhance with rhythm inStr-

Stress in-tune-

Li:TTLE':WITITE 431.1b1C:

Age;:iii, stress -correct tune

13. LISTENING PERIOD

.

Play second portion of loan record,

v.

-259 -

00367

4



81

A. ECHO GAMES

Use riety of_clantsnap, paschen,
-Any ;a7rtIrn

Try a 8,liatile rondo fur` ,4- teals
,

BEAT

Teaoh:soirig first

- Let one studAint strum 46.01 on Autohar,p_

while teacher fingers the button-s

C. DRAMATIZATION

Ret.ord V, Side, 2, Bai;;NN

THE GOOSE

Listen for the story
Point out loud -soft spots

Dramatize the words as they listen

0 " 't

266

0.



81

A. ECHO GAMES

t-

Any paltern Teacbelto,,,on'e:_stuctei4s

That student to ettoth?u,i. (csOntinues)
A

REVIEW.

'MasSAD.,0:9/

If_ tbe-Y -.1,cnOii";/esi-:sli-X ga to

attes-S Singing in-tune w/good voice

-C.- .MINOR SONG

1

BAKE'R MAN
z

Substitute .other occupations

Strps.S in. tune &identify minor sound

.7261L,



4.

z. ,

SPEECH

*HET 'VP. :Y-12112

AND WHIZ 4E UP ,YOUR DOG

WE'RE GOING" T.4.t.41oLLow

1. TO CAZ011 A GROITIM HOG

xuEAT

tEft RABBIT

Review verse- learned last time

Add second verse,

Play sticks 1 ne ne alltthrough

1.0 good student play only 'ne'
part on tambourine .

r:

- 262 -

:00 210

sr



8,2

. ECHO GAME

Stingflute major patterns

Children. echo' with syllables

REVIty/ -MAJO'R

W1,1144 toU,Cit

`Sitte-As-q-betrvelte quality,

_Stress- inz-time singing-

C -. RgC:ORtiv.

- .S-B Record e Side 2, "Band 6
°

CLAP1_,,2QMILIJIADS',
p - ,,.

Rhythm stecks on v\rse
-

Rest on fa-la chorus

-263-



83

SPEECH

WHET UP YOUR KNIPP

AND WHISTLE UP YOUR DOG
-,

Airt.."-Fqg GOING TO THE 1-0,4L.01.i.

TO CATCJI A pitbsultp. -40:0

8. BEAT

MISTER 'RABBIT
.

Let one child hold the autohafp

and finger and strum it
obts song has only one choid)

C. GAME soNG

I=TSY BITSY. SPIDER

With actions

tn-tune 'singing

-264-

2.



-.8.3

ECHO GAME

Toa,ohpr taay s.ongflute on 1st 11ne

!,1-1.0i019.1v 46110.-

S-t.uciejtit*tueS.:11

prig w. di tst) R

MILIEALLE2.:;_yivapy"

2 or, 3 vipritfita.

Do W.ith-,actions

Streice in-tune singing

S.

-265-



S

'W-$74 T yo

AND vr,f, YOUR: =D:oG-

iv'EARx GUIriG _tcc -Tgt

TO O-4TO11, _A -G-R-Qmit-w, 11.9G

.(No*, p'44),

Top-10*.ite00.444040.0-44.0114::

16- 1,4100-.

TO' :Kin -A 0110U1,111 _TIOG

B. RIIIGER _PLAY
4

Li TTL,S49711-
Toach actions & tune l. ama time

4,



, 111.0 1, 1 - r

oral

;
.44 ''''' ,..164 ,, ,

,
or4

.,,.' 0 .
b* IP "** , :`?,7i.0 '

.44 ..4`... , . . .
0 ,x

I .','7i CI
74

4 -a, " .. ..4
., 5A...44 ,4a

, ..4.:;::,
1

4 10
'''6% ''.: .0

k4
ta ?.4;

,,,,,, ..' ,I,Z ''"* 6.
-4' ;4.'--;..,-,

s 'rtA''' :l' rs

r, * ''' tfi 41)tA ......,r, itt),,i, 04.,,
Ca) ','

V'''

s

4,

*,.

t

4



65

44,

...., .

ECHO GAM t,i:'- r. ..._-

--.-7;,,,..: ,,, ..,!:.
,.-

lizaidhot--9.01;iiy paa:.,t on an fix &run!

.:-. -:-Ohant ihittip, pattOrnk w/voice
.- -, . .

.. v , if 4,1

c,

Chlicire'n Pjay
T

Peal. -on stick's .-
7 ;

*

pack rhyt'hrre paterns .

.41/4 ' .

7-_,, . ..
-8, FiNGEft,,P4AY

.1. .,. ,.- , ...
..:2

.., ;.-41.1T2kEL:9AILLNIllitainsLD
, -i ... ,_ --

:,
tli ,

:-_-, 1,1 o v tow rei s tga III h t la s t t-isll. : ''

'

SPEECH .
. 7

.
., ,

-_Wil ET ,UP YOURslitNift AND yilf16 ILE UP 1;10i111 pop. ,
. , r:.

Witu cciiNG jo"THE.HOLLOW TG CATCH A GROUND
.

._,

r.

nbt
/ .

TOO twiiiNY ROCKS Arp TOO MitNIrtOGS,
itba MANY PLACES' TO HIDE A GRbliistO HOG

(Spin fingars o 1.beat)

"".;,...s

ti

e,
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'a* SO'#ttifuteinajcif & fulnor:pa,tterns
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7
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';',..`:-4 'vekttarert "Ocho back willi syllables
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X. ECHO GAME

(. me, Stamp,paschen",snapeclap

Teacher to group; any .Pattern

BEAT

WO 9 1:11:AY

Chtldren s ng chor.A0steacher sing
, .0

feeitt fee18...r-,..'" part

Alt k4zep beat (step feat). A

to

V.

\ "PI ;-V

C 0 RECOlin 4.'

Re.cord iI, Side 2i Band 1

.; GOING ROILEL) 411MIAJN

Play game as theit'worsis say on reoord
4

a

\\_

4

.



t

V

J

I

..Teacher sing major-minor patterns

Use autoh.arp chords for pitch

Children echo'syllables

REVIEW MINOli SONGS

r ity_m_ty
,DYER MAN

Be sure they know the

271-

I ; 9

Y

tunes
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F

A. ECtio GAME

Keep beat on hand drum

1 t

Teacher to group with syllalAies-
,

Jane ,up fial?hcard:s and.clevieW

B. BEAT

14.9). zhy

- Review for rnetncorYi

a

4,e h o Fs sing ail of it.

§,eloct one-ohlik.tolplay alstohar-p-Y.

(Song he two chorrds)

(.ay autoluirp on bench for the child)

I

272a

;S

2
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A. . ECHO GAME

Songfluteimajor or minor

Children use syllables

8. PARTNER SONGS

Do these two' songs together

Review separately

Pick one or two or three good gingers

lot them sing raux2y ppy

sing-EASEJLAULU

white rest

11 they understands teacher play autoharp

accorspanitient while two songs are sung

- 273 -
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a.

.

1. READING G,WE

it one cht14,a.*tattge three flashcards
In a. row

All rest keel, 1o4t with paschen & read

Reieit.procdus:W.Ith different child

Bi- BEAT

Let.op- child hold 6 stiuts autonarp
; 3hugssaimat. (ono chord- song)I

C. SILENT SINGING

Review tor, memory

. Sing "illontly hit pasphetCon t4 bash"
, ... Repeat with

, t

55,

-
`



_s

.

1

,

1,

A. ECHCi GAMT.

cs,

Tolehr sing major patterns with
Ch,lidreriliOhn:back with syllables

PARTNER tONoSsi

- .' Review liataner songs separately then
I '

-togethe:r

PILPPY

atasslAtio
r7

Itt

-275-
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A. ECHO GAME

- Clap echo teacher to group,

Any trepLe,pattern

S. TRIPLE SONG-

RA. tuitia,.A.S4JAIMAY

"w° Eg low s-origlor memory'

2eStabourino on beat

Rhii"thm stickb on Iriple meter
,

GAME SONG

g ,,,62A.Atip_ix-RuLLT E AME

- Clap ESn the rests in this song

ideotily as a triple song

- 276 -
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A. ECHO GAME

-Sing phrases. :lams, objects
Children Identify viho-ther major or ninon

They echo phrase

B. RE V a Aisr, S.ONG:
r

Stress 4;104 voicj poitiire iff-tune
s

o 1:14FNOR.4,SbITNDS .

LIONS LIONS

Use tuning sounds

-

-277-
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A. SPEECH RHYTHM

(tongue clicks)

"

t

.

pon't- west? titnfl r
166/3) Op)

r.
11.;

Youlithystoley-but_tthie will not tick took tick tockt
(,

Review this speech444

Identify,as triple

B. RECORD

- S =R Record U, Side 1 Band 2

ELEJWARS.29.lig

play once for review

Sing with In'.otiona with record

Try o-nce without record for pitch

ce.introl.

-278-
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. ECILO GAME .

ongflute on any patterntrom

Student use syllables

-B. ECHO SONG

S. I'M A PERSON

HE:x_imajanIN
Sing for review

Good quality and in-tune

- 279 -

a
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APPENDIX THREE - prima= Test
3

Paq I - Melodic ft:caption (Pitch imitation)

Part II - Rhythm Perception (Rhythm Imitation)

Part III - Musicianship (Familiar on Repitition)

Pact Singing Range

S.

-251 -

1



.6. -470 X V. CHILD'S NAN--.`":.
TA.IE -,;i:coADta is aiQANG 4

rc fatii1TA ON

s

V

WO: RHYTHM IMITATION

4cs
s

0,
(#7* FTTLL 2 n

.282
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Vire a ouferent ;413

for teachop anti stuct,,A;)
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